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Front cover:  Ruddy Turnstones, Rottnest Island. Photo by Rod Smith

Immature Whistling 
Kite, Yangebup Lake, 
26 Jan 2014. Photo by 
Ian Wallace

White-browed Scrubwren feeding 
Fan-tailed Cuckoo, Eyre (see report, 
p39). Photo by Tegan Douglas

Buff-banded Rail, 
Penguin Island (see 
report, p37). Photo by 
Pauline Arnold

Splendid Fairy-wren, 
Yangebup Lake, 26 Jan 
2014. Photo by Pauline 
Arnold

Australian Spotted 
Crake, Thomsons Lake, 
Beeliar, 2 Jan 2014. Photo 
by John McMullan

Female Australian Darter with chicks 2 Jan 2014 (above left) 
and (above right) male darter with chicks, 2 Jan 2014, Tomato 
Lake. Photos by Ian Wallace

Cattle Egret, Booragoon Lake, 7 Jan 
2014. Photo by Alan Watson

Australian 
Darter, 
Coodanup. 
Photo by Pauline 
Arnold
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C o n t e n t s

STOP PRESS!
Annual general meeting, 24 February 

2014 — results of elections for 
the Executive Committee

Nic Dunlop (Chair), Mark Henryon, Lorraine Marshall, 
Marion Massam, Wayne Merritt, Wayne Monks, Josan 
Moss, Frank O’Connor, Graham Wooller, Kathryn 
Napier, Matthew Pudovskis and Sandra Wallace

(see page 15 for resumes of the committee members)

Brush Bronzewing, Eyre Bird 
Observatory (see report, p39). Photo by 
Dusty Millar
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Climate change, as a result of natural geological forces 
and small changes in outputs of heat from the sun, 
have occurred for much of Earth’s history. There have 
been periods much hotter than it is at present, as 
well as ancient, and relatively recent, ice ages when 
it has been much cooler. Currently existing birds have 
evolved over long periods to be what they are now. 
The difference with the current climate change is that 
it is largely in one direction, with Earth as a whole 
getting warmer; it is happening very quickly in a world 
already massively changed by human activities; and it 
will continue as long as human beings 
continue increasing the levels of 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

Many birds in most parts of Australia 
have been under increasing stress 
for the last 150 or so years because 
of human activities. It is likely that in 
the absence of concerted restoration 
across the Australian landscape 
more and more birds will become 
threatened, and perhaps eventually 
extinct, even in the absence of 
climate change. The increasingly 
obvious effects of climate change are 
likely to exacerbate these declines for 
some, perhaps many, species.

Steffen, et al. (2009) summarised 
recent climatic trends in Australia and 
I paraphrase them below, especially 
trends in Western Australia.

•	 Carbon dioxide concentrations have almost tripled 
since the 1990s, largely as a result of human 
activities, from 1.1% per annum to 3.1% in the 
2000s. This is a faster increase than all previous 
scientific	projections,	including	those	published	
by the International Panel on Climate Change in 
2007!

•	 Australia’s average temperatures on land have 
increased by 0.9°C since 1950, mainly in the last 
35	years,	and	with	significant	regional	variation.	
Minimum temperatures have been increasing 
faster than maxima, but both have increased.

•	 There has been an increase in hot days (> 35 
degrees C) and an increase in hot nights (>20 
degrees C) since the late 1950s, along with a 
decrease in cold days and cold nights.

•	 There is some evidence that trends in the most 
extreme events of both temperature and rainfall 
are increasing.

•	 Since 1950, rainfall has increased over the north-
west of WA and declined substantially in the south-
west of the State.

•	 Droughts in Australia have become more 
severe, with higher temperatures and increased 
evaporation. Declines in winter rainfall by 10-
20% in the south-west have resulted in a 50% 
reduction	in	flows	to	the	Perth	water	supply.

•	 Substantial warming has also occurred in 
Australia’s oceans, including the Indian Ocean.

•	 Global average sea levels are rising at a rate 
consistent with the warming trends, increasing 
1.8 mm/year from 1960 to 1983 and a further 3.1 
mm/year since 1983.

In addition to the above list of impacts, Hughes 
and Steffen (2013) have emphasised the observed 
increasing	severity	and	frequency	of	extreme	fire	
events in Australia.

The trends listed above are consistent 
with, sometimes greater than, climate 
change predictions. They will continue 
to rise exponentially as long as 
human outputs of carbon dioxide and 
other greenhouse gases increase!

Since European settlement, Australia 
has suffered the extinction of one 
full species of bird (Paradise Parrot) 
and seven sub-species, including the 
Western Australian Rufous Bristlebird 
and Lewin’s Rail. These three birds 
were all probably lost before human 
induced climate change became a 
significant	element	in	Australia’s	
climate. Similarly, for most of the 64 
Western Australian birds currently 
listed as Threatened, the impacts of 
climate change are not seen as the 
major factors in their decline to date.

Nevertheless, it is highly likely that the known 
physical effects of climate change described above, 
and becoming more obvious as time goes on, will 
adversely affect more species of Western Australian 
birds, often interacting with already existing stressors. 
There	are	also	likely	to	be	some	species	that	benefit	
from, or adapt to, the effects of climate change. Most 
of these will probably be birds like the Australian 
Magpie and Australian Raven that are common now 
and have shown themselves to be very adaptable to 
new conditions.

There are now a number of clear examples of both 
adverse	and	beneficial	effects	on	various	species	in	
the Northern Hemisphere. Fewer high-quality, long-
term observational data are available in Australia and, 
additionally, trends are likely to be less clear because 
Australian birds have evolved under more variable 
conditions. However, some trends are becoming 
discernible, and I discuss below some of these and 
their implications for some Western Australian birds.

There is now increasing evidence from studies 
in both eastern and western Australia that some 
tropical seabirds, currently abundant, are declining 
in numbers and/or shifting southwards (Devney and 
Congdon 2007; Dunlop 2007; Dunlop 2009; Dunlop 
and Surman 2012). Changes in abundance and 
availability of traditional food species brought about 
by increased water temperatures are thought to be 

And now climate change!

The Endangered Western 
Whipbird, Cheynes Beach. 
Photo by John McMullan
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responsible for these changes in distribution. Species 
being adversely affected in Western Australian waters 
(especially around the Houtman Abrolhos Islands) 
include Wedge-tailed Shearwater, Common Noddy, 
Lesser Noddy, Roseate Tern and Sooty Tern. Of these, 
all but the Lesser Noddy have moved their distribution 
southwards by up to several hundred kilometres over 
the last 30 or so years.

Relatively little long-term data exists on the 
movements and breeding of Australian land birds in 
relation to climate change. However, various papers 
by Lynda Chambers and colleagues, analysing rather 
‘noisy’ historical data (see references) do suggest that 
some possible trends, including changes in timing of 
migratory movements and breeding, are beginning to 
emerge in Australian birds. Chambers (2005) refers 
to an Australian study of the timing of altitudinal bird 
migration related to changes in climate for an alpine 
region of eastern Australia (Green and Pickering 
2002). In that work, seven of the 11 species studied 
arrived at their spring breeding sites about one month 
earlier in the 1980s and 1990s compared to the 
1970s.

While other clear changes, in the timing of breeding 
and migration, observed in the Northern Hemisphere 
are less obvious in Australia, both seabirds (see 
above) and land-birds (McAllan et al. 2007) in 
Australia	are	showing	significant	changes	in	range.	
In eastern Australia, a number of land-bird species, 
including	the	Figbird	and	Pacific	Baza,	have	moved	
hundreds of kilometres further south since about the 
middle of the twentieth century. Land use changes 
may have been involved as well, but given the timing 
it	seems	likely	that	climate	change	is	a	significant	
factor.

Chambers (2005) suggested that declines in numbers 
of birds in the Western Australian wheatbelt as a 
result of climate change are likely to occur in at least 
16 resident species which are not currently listed 
as threatened. These included 
Red-capped and Elegant Parrots, 
Splendid Fairy-wren, Striated 
Pardalote, Varied Sittella, and 
Golden and Rufous Whistlers. It 
will	be	difficult,	without	detailed	
long-term studies, to follow such 
changes, let alone apportion any 
declines between the effects of 
climate change and continued 
deterioration of Wheatbelt 
vegetation.

For three highly threatened 
species of Western Australian 
land birds, discussed below, 
climate change appears to pose a 
significant	existential	threat.

The Critically Endangered 
Western Ground Parrot, thought 
to number fewer than 120 

birds at present, was once known from as far north 
as Eneabba, as far north-east as Wongan Hills, and 
probably along most of the south coast from Cape Arid 
to Margaret River! The Endangered Noisy Scrub-bird 
and Western Bristlebird were also more widespread at 
the time of settlement. All three species are endemic 
to southern Western Australia, and all are now 
confined	to	small	numbers	and	tiny	ranges	within	a	
few tens of kilometres of the south coast.

One of the predictions of climate change in the south-
west of Western Australia now seen to be happening 
is that climate zones will move southwards. Just like 
cool-adapted frogs and other animals trapped on 
the cooler tops of mountains, these three endemic 
Western Australian species are threatened with 
the loss of suitable climate conditions, and suitable 
habitats. However, they are being managed by 
the Department of Parks and Wildlife (Albany and 
Esperance districts) and an extremely active recovery 
team, with a carefully considered programme of 
actions	in	the	field.	These	include	research,	fire	
management, translocations, captive management of 
Western Ground Parrots and research on, and control 
of,	feral	predators.	Much	of	the	field	work,	especially	
survey,	relies	significantly	on	many	wonderful	
volunteers, both BirdLife Western Australia members 
and others. It is still to be seen whether these efforts 
can ensure the survival of these Western Australian 
icons as climate changes become more pervasive. The 
observed increase in frequency and severity of wild 
fires	is	of	particular	concern.

The massive reduction in numbers of south 
western woodland birds, largely by destruction and 
modification	of	habitat,	is	widely	recognised	(Olsen	et 
al., 2005). A serious and probably costly programme 
of landscape and ecosystem restoration is now needed 
to allow many other species of Western Australian 
birds to maintain or increase their numbers, so giving 
them the best circumstances likely to allow them to 
adapt to climate change.
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John Blyth

Awards

It was announced in the Australia Day 2014 Honours 
List that Dr Andrew Burbidge had been made an 
Officer	(AO)	in	the	General	Division	of	the	Order	of	
Australia for distinguished service to the environment 
as a conservation biologist, to sustainable 
management practices, and to the preservation 
of	endangered	flora	and	fauna.	Dr	Burbidge	is	the	

current	Chair,	WA	Threatened	Species	Scientific	
Committee, Department of Parks and Wildlife, current 
Chair, Gorgon Barrow Island Net Conservation 
Benefits	Advisory	Board	and	a	Member,	Threatened	
Birds Committee, BirdLife Australia. BirdLife Western 
Australia congratulates Andrew on this well deserved 
honour.

ANDREW ARNOLD BuRBIDGE

Quality of digital photographs
IMPORTANT PLEASE READ!

When submitting photos for use in WABN, please send a high quality image, eg, 300 dpi, with a file size of at least 
500 kb.

It is suggested  that the settings on your digital camera be changed to the maximum resolution (setting).

Another area that could cause a problem is that some e-mail programs automatically reduce the file size so these 
settings could be adjusted to maintain the original file size.When e-mailing images please attach them to an e-mail 
and not embedded in a Word document or in the e-mail itself.

And now climate change!
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This list has been compiled by 
the	WA	Records	Officer	with	input	
from the WA Records Committee. 
Metropolitan suburbs or shires 
are in parentheses. Please report 
interesting observations to the 
WA	Records	Officer,	John	Graff	
(wasightings@birdlife.org.au) or 
to	the	BirdLife	WA	office	(9383	
7749). Sightings are included on 
the BirdLife WA sightings page 
(http://birdswa.org.au/sightings.
htm) as soon as possible, and the 
most interesting are selected for 
inclusion in the next WABN.

Highlights
A busy quarter, highlighted by 
an excellent selection of rarities. 
As usual, much of the action 
was to be found on the external 
territories, in particular Ashmore 
Reef.	Two	firsts	for	Australian	
territory were reported, namely a 
Gray’s Grasshopper-Warbler 
and a Willow Warbler. These 
were backed by a supporting 
cast of vagrants including Brown 
Hawk-Owl (also known as 
Northern Boobook), Dark-sided 
Flycatcher, Middendorff’s 
Grasshopper-Warbler, 
Kamchatka Leaf Warbler and 
Blue-and-White Flycatcher. 
A second Blue-and-White 
Flycatcher and an Asian Brown 
Flycatcher were also reported 
in Western Australian territory on 
Browse Island on one of the trips 
en route to Ashmore.

On the mainland, a Nordmann’s 
Greenshank was found near 
Broome, along with a Eurasian 
Curlew. unfortunately, a 
subsequent attempt to twitch the 
greenshank proved unsuccessful, 
but the curlew was reportedly 

relocated. Another two Eurasian 
Curlews were reported during a 
BirdLife WA wader survey at Faure 
Island in the Shark Bay area. A 
White Wagtail was seen and well 
photographed at Point Samson 
on another wader survey trip. 
The major rarities in the north 
were rounded out by a Blue Rock 
Thrush which was found alive on a 
shipping container at Dampier Port, 
but later died. The container had 
travelled to the port from King Bay 
Estate, also in the north-west.

In the south, the highlights were 
headed by a Grey Wagtail found 
just east of Esperance, which 
stayed around long enough to 
prove an added bonus for several 
birders who made the trip for the 
inaugural Esperance pelagic trip. 
Also on the south coast was a 
Kelp Gull, sighted along the beach 
at William Bay National Park — 
the observer earns bonus points 
for making the sighting while 
snorkelling! In Perth, a nicely-
plumaged adult Franklin’s Gull 
made several appearances close to 
the city centre on the foreshore at 
Burswood and South Perth, before 
later being seen at Alfred Cove. 
Possibly more surprisingly was 
a	flyover	from	a	Letter-winged 
Kite in suburban Tuart Hill, the 
latest irruptive species to appear 
extralimitally in recent times.

Inland-breeding waterbirds 
continued to be found in good 
numbers, with White-necked 
Herons and Red-kneed 
Dotterels present in the south-
west in numbers unprecedented 
within the last decade at least, 
and good numbers of Freckled 
Ducks and Black-tailed Native-
hens also still present at some 
locations. The wader season in 
the south also began promisingly, 
with greater numbers at lake sites 
in particular than recorded in the 
previous two summers, including 
excellent numbers of Pectoral 
Sandpipers and several reports of 
Ruff (possibly all referring to the 
same bird, though). The wreck of 
Short-tailed Shearwaters along 
the east and south-east coasts of 
Australia also extended to south-
west coasts, most notably with 
2500 birds found beach-washed 

near Gordon Inlet, and a single bird 
picked up at City Beach, one of few 
records from the west coast. Lastly, 
a pair of Red-tailed Tropicbirds 
was observed on Rottnest Island 
emerging from tussock grass, 
and remaining in the vicinity — 
suggesting a potential breeding 
attempt.

METROPOLITAN (uBD 
Street Directory)
Freckled Duck – 21+, 18/12/13, 

Kogolup Swamp (Beeliar) – RP 
(high count for recent years; 
smaller numbers at other 
locations)

Red-tailed Tropicbird – 1, 
23/11/13, Garden Lake 
(Rottnest Island) – via SM * 
1, 06/01/14, Leighton Beach 
(North Fremantle) – LP * 2 
(possible breeding attempt), 
10-14/01/14, eastern end 
of Government House Lake 
(Rottnest Island) – PC, DMa 
et al. (rare in the south-
west; no breeding records 
since Sugarloaf Rock colony 
abandoned) 

Spotted Nightjar – 1, 09/12/13, 
Canning Mills Road, near urch 
Road (Roleystone) – SB (rare 
visitor to metropolitan area)

Short-tailed Shearwater – 1 
beachwashed, 09/01/13, City 
Beach (City Beach) – JS (very 
rarely reported on the west 
coast)

White-necked Heron – up to 
500, 17-22/11/13, Forrestdale 
Lake (Forrestdale) – DJ (very 
high count for the south-west)

Intermediate Egret – 1, 03-
05/01/13, Lake Joondalup 
South (Woodvale) – RPa, OP et 
al. (rare in the south-west)

LETTER-WINGED KITE – 1, 
01/12/13, York Street (Tuart 
Hill) – NJ (rare in Western 
Australia,	first	record	for	the	
metropolitan area)

Spotted Harrier – 1, 08/12/13, 
Pipidinny Road (Eglinton) – FO, 
WM & JM * 1, 03/01/14, Lake 
Cooloongup (Cooloongup) – JG 
(rare in the metropolitan area) 

Observations

Franklin’s Gull, South Perth. 
Photo by Marcus Graff
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Observations, ctd
Black-tailed Native-hen – 40, 

27/10/13, Yanchep National 
Park (Yanchep) – AH (high 
count for the south-west; 
recent irruption, smaller 
numbers still present at other 
locations)

Inland Dotterel – 1, 22/11/13, 
Nairns (Coodanup) – CL & SP 
(rare in the south-west)

Red-kneed Dotterel – up to 
60+, 26/12/13-03/01/14, Lake 
Cooloongup (Cooloongup) 
– JB, JG et al. * 83-100, 14-
15/01/14, North Lake (North 
Lake) – DC & BM (high counts 
for the south-west in recent 
years; smaller numbers at 
other sites)

Australian Painted Snipe – 1, 
05/01/14, North Lake (North 
Lake) – WMa (rarely reported in 
Western Australia outside of the 
Kimberley)

Gull-billed Tern – 1, 31/10/13, 
Neil Hawkins Park, Lake 
Joondalup (Joondalup) – MB * 
1, 16/11/13, Nairns (Coodanup) 
– MN (rare in the south-west, 
more commonly reported in the 
past few years)

FRANKLIN’S GULL – 1, 11-
12/11/13 & 26/11/13, 
Burswood Park (Burswood) 
– DM et al. * 1, 25-26/11/13, 
South Perth Foreshore 
(South Perth) – PB et al. * 
1, 02/12/13, Alfred Cove 
(Attadale) – GT (vagrant to 
Western Australia; subject to 
BARC acceptance; all records 
listed here refer to the same 
individual; photographs)

Fairy Martin – 15-20, 03/09-
09/12/13, nests seen 9/12/13, 
5 km west of old Wagerup 
townsite (Waroona) – MBa (1st 
breeding record south of Perth 
on Swan Coastal Plain)

SOuTH WEST (Shark Bay to 
Cape Arid)
Freckled Duck – 50-100, 18-

27/10/13, Beaufort River 
Bridge, near Albany Highway 
(West Arthur) – MB * 48, c. 
25/10/13, Coblinine Nature 

Reserve (Katanning) – SE * 
up to 121, 08/11-26/12/13, 
Corackin Swamp (Katanning) 
– DS (high counts for recent 
years)

Sooty Shearwater – 1, 07/12/13, 
Cape Naturaliste (Busselton) 
– JG & GH (rarely reported off 
Western Australia)

Short-tailed Shearwater – 2500 
beach-washed, 16/11/13, 
coastline adjacent to Gordon 
Inlet (Jerramungup) – SE & 
HL (high count this far west; 
extensive wreck also on east 
coast of Australia, smaller 
numbers elsewhere on south 
coast WA) (see item in this 
issue, p xx)

Great-winged Petrel – 4+ 
subspecies gouldi, 30/11/13, 
BirdLife WA Pelagic, c. 5 nm 
south of Termination Island 
(Esperance) – JG et al. 
(subspecies gouldi uncommonly 
reported in Western Australian 
waters)

Black Bittern – 1, 11/01/14, 
Harvey River at Hoffman Mill 
(Harvey) – PM (rarely reported 
resident; northerly record)

Royal Spoonbill – 1, 07/12/13, 
Northam (Northam) – LP, IP & 
RdB (rare in the south-west)

Red-kneed Dotterel – 70+, 
03/11/13, Nambeelup 
Settlement Ponds (Murray) 
– KM * up to 70+, 28/12/13-
04/01/14, Lake Ewlymartup 
(Katanning) – DS & SE (high 
counts for south-west in recent 
years, smaller numbers present 
at several other sites)

Sanderling – 400, 16/11/13, 
Gordon Inlet (Jerramungup) – 
SE & HL (high count for south-
west)

Pectoral Sandpiper – 24+, 
08/01/14, Lake McLarty 
(Murray) – MN (high count)

Ruff – 1, 14-15/12/13, Lake 
Preston, north of the causeway 
(Waroona) – RJ et al. * 1, 
on and off from 22/12/13-
14/01/14, Lake McLarty 
(Murray) – DMa, PB et al. (rare 
visitor to the south-west)

Gull-billed Tern – 3 (ssp 
undetermined), 30/09/13, 
Murchison River Mouth 
(Northampton) – FO * 2, 
10/10/13, Emu Point (Albany) 
– FO

KELP GULL – 1, 23/11/13, Green’s 
Pool, William Bay National 
Park (Denmark) – SF (rarely 
reported in WA)

Budgerigar – 2+, 25/12/13, Police 
Pools (Katanning) – DS (south 
of usual range)

Pied Butcherbird – 1, 07/12/13, 
Cape Naturaliste (Busselton) – 
JG & GH (south of usual range)

GREY WAGTAIL – 1, 21/11-
01/12/13, Doombup Creek 
crossing along Merivale Road 
(Esperance) – JD, JG et al. (rare 
vagrant to the south-west; 
photographs & video)

ARID ZONE
Freckled Duck – 7, 17/10/13, 

freshwater claypan near 
north-east edge of Lake 
Disappointment (East Pilbara) 
– GHa (unusual in this part of 
WA)

Black Falcon – 1, 18/10/13, 
freshwater/brackish claypan 
near north-east edge of Lake 
Disappointment (East Pilbara) 
– GHa * 1, 23/10/13, Dampier 
(Roebourne) – DB et al. * 1, 
07/12/13, Port Hedland area 
(Port Hedland) – NJ, SF et 
al. (rare in Western Australia 
outside the Kimberley)

Brolga – 15, 18/10/13, 
freshwater/brackish claypan 
near north-east edge of Lake 
Disappointment (East Pilbara) – 
GHa (south of usual range)

EURASIAN CURLEW – 2, 18-
19/10/13, Tora Bora Flats, 
Faure Island (Shark Bay) – LG 
(vagrant to Australia; subject to 
BARC acceptance)

Scarlet-chested Parrot – 8+ 
(mostly immatures), 18/12/13, 
near Balladonia (Dundas) 
– JB & AS (rarely reported, 
especially this far south; high 
proportion of young immatures 
suggests breeding in the area)
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White-browed Woodswallow 
– 2, 11-20/11/13, Bremer 
Range (Dundas) – GHa (rarely 
reported in Western Australia)

BLUE ROCK THRUSH – 1 found 
alive, later died, early 10/13, 
Dampier Cargo Wharf, on a 
cargo container from King 
Bay Estate (Roebourne) – per 
WY (3rd record for Australia; 
subject to BARC acceptance; 
photographs)

WHITE WAGTAIL – 1 subspecies 
leucopsis, 23/10/13, Point 
Samson (Roebourne) – DB 
et al. (vagrant to Western 
Australia; subject to BARC 
acceptance; photographs)

KIMBERLEY
Freckled Duck – 1921, 10/08/13, 

Broome sewage ponds 
(Broome) – GS (exceptional 
count for the Kimberley)

Swinhoe’s Storm-Petrel – 5, 
20/10/13, at sea c. 65 km off 
Broome (Broome) – GS et al. 
(rarely reported this close to 
the mainland; subject to BARC 
acceptance)

EURASIAN CURLEW – 1, early 
12/13, private property 
near Broome (Broome) – AB 
(vagrant to Australia; subject to 
BARC acceptance)

NORDMANN’S GREENSHANK – 
1, early 12/13, private property 
near Broome (Broome) – AB 
(2nd record for Australia; 
subject to BARC acceptance; 
photographs)

BLUE-AND-WHITE FLYCATCHER 
– 1 adult male, 21/11/13, 
Browse Island (Wyndham-East 
Kimberley) – RC, GS et al. (3rd 
record for Western Australia; 
subject to BARC acceptance; 
photographs)

ASIAN BROWN FLYCATCHER 
– 1, 21/11/13, Browse Island 
Wyndham-East Kimberley) – 
RC, GS et al. (2nd record for 
Western Australia; subject to 
BARC acceptance)

ASHMORE REEF
Chinese Sparrowhawk – 1, 

14-15/11/13, West Island – 

RC, GS et al. (rare visitor to 
Australian territories; 1st record 
for Ashmore; subject to BARC 
acceptance; photographs)

BROWN HAWK-OWL (Northern 
Boobook) – 1, mid 11/13, 
West Island – RC, GS et al. 
(rare vagrant to Australian 
territories; subject to BARC 
acceptance; photographs)

Black-eared Cuckoo – 1 
immature, 24-25/10/13, West 
Island – GS et al.	(first	record	
for Ashmore)

DARK-SIDED FLYCATCHER – 1, 
18/11/13, West Island – RC, GS 
et al. (4th record for Australia; 
subject to BARC acceptance)

BLUE-AND-WHITE FLYCATCHER 
– 1 immature, mid 11/13, West 
Island – RC, GS et al. (rare 
visitor to Australian territories; 
subject to BARC acceptance; 
photographs)

Asian Brown Flycatcher – 1, 
22/10/13, West Island – GS et 
al. * 1 (different individual), 
25/10/13, West Island – GS 
et al. * 1, 16-19/11/13, West 
Island – RC, GS et al. (rare 
visitor to Ashmore; subject to 
BARC acceptance)

GRAY’S GRASSHOPPER-
WARBLER – 1, 22/10/13, West 
Island – GS et al.	(first	record	
for Australia; subject to BARC 
acceptance)

Middendorff’s Grasshopper-
Warbler – 1, mid 11/13, West 
Island – RC, GS et al. (rare 
visitor to Australia; subject to 
BARC acceptance; photographs)

WILLOW WARBLER – 1, mid 
11/13, West Island – RC, GS 
et al. (1st record for Australia; 
subject to BARC acceptance; 
photographs)

Arctic Warbler – 1, mid 11/13, 
West Island – RC, GS et al. 
(rare visitor to Australia; 
subject to BARC acceptance)

KAMCHATKA LEAF WARBLER 
– 2, mid 11/13, West Island 
– RC, GS et al. (2nd record for 
Australia; subject to BARC 
acceptance; sound recordings 
obtained)

COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS
Eurasian Teal – 1, 05/09/13, 

Bottle Dump – PJ & GC * 1, 08-
24/09/13, Becek Besar Swamp 
– PJ & GC * 1, 04-13/11/13, 
near golf course – PJ & GC * 
1, 20-25/12/13, Becek Besar 
Swamp – PJ & GC (rare vagrant 
to Australian territories, all 
reports likely to refer to the 
same bird reported previously)

Pacific Black Duck – up to 70, 
13/10-12/12/13, several 
locations – PJ & GC (very high 
counts for Cocos)

Chinese Sparrowhawk – 1, 01-
0412/13, Home Island – PJ, RB 
et al. (rare visitor to Australian 
territories; subject to BARC 
acceptance)

Baillon’s Crake – 1 (emaciated, 
later died), 01/12/13, West 
Island – RB et al. (1st record for 
Cocos; specimen collected for 
WA Museum)

Large Hawk-Cuckoo – 1, 07-
24/12/13, West Island – PJ 
& GC (vagrant to Australian 
territories; subject to BARC 
acceptance)

Hodgson’s Hawk-Cuckoo 
– 1 (ssp unknown), 30/10-
21/11/13, various locations – PJ 
& GC (rare visitor to Cocos; 
subject to BARC acceptance)

BLUE-AND-WHITE FLYCATCHER 
– 1, 03-05/12/13, Home Island 
– RB et al. (rare visitor to 
Australian territories; subject to 
BARC acceptance)

Red-tailed Tropicbirds, 
Rottnest Island. Photo by Dan 
Mantle

Observations, ctd
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Grey Wagtail – 1, 04/09/13, 
road to Becek Besar – PJ & 
GC * 1, 22/09/13, Elephant’s 
Graveyard – PJ & GC * up to 
2, 01-04/10/13, Becek Besar 
– PJ & GC * 1, 27-28/11/13, 
tennis courts – PJ & GC (rare 
visitor to northern Australia 
and external territories)

CHRISTMAS ISLAND
Yellow Bittern – 1, late 11/13, 

settlement – LPr, RB et al. 
(rare visitor to Australian 
territories; subject to BARC 
acceptance)

Savanna Nightjar – 1, late 
11/13, golf course – RB et 
al. (rare visitor to Australian 
territories; subject to BARC 
acceptance)

AB = Adrian Boyle
AH = Andrew Hobbs
AS = Alison Street
BM = Bill McRoberts
CL = Craig Lester
DB = Dimitris Bertzeletos
DC = Dave Crossley
DJ = David James
DM = Des Moran
DMa = Dan Mantle
DS = David Secomb
FO = Frank O’Connor
GC = Geoff Christie
GH = Greg Howell
GHa = Greg Harewood
GS = George Swann
GT = Gerry Ternahan
HL = Harry Louw
IP = Ian Purdy
JB = John Barkla
JG = John Graff
JM = Josan Moss
JS = Jonny Schoenjahn
KM = Ken Monson
LG = Les George

LP = Louis Purdy
LPr = Lisa Preston
MB = Mark Binns
MBa = Mike Bamford
MN = Mark Newman
NJ = Nigel Jackett
OP = Oran Pattison
PB = Plaxy Barratt
PC = Peter Coyle
PJ = Pam Jones
PM = Peter Morris
RB = Richard Baxter
RC = Rohan Clarke
RdB = Rowan du Boulay
RJ = Ross Jones
RP = Robyn Pickering
RPa = Russell Pattison
SB = Steve Burns
SE = Steve Elson
SF = Stewart Ford
SM = Sue Mather
SP = Shelley Pearson
WM = Wayne Merritt
WMa = Wynton Maddeford
WY = Wayne Young

Observations, ctd
OBSERVERS

The Annual Report covers the activities of BirdLife 
Western Australia (BWA) for 2013 and was presented 
at the Branch AGM, 24 February 2014.

After holding this position for three years I would 
like to sincerely thank the many members who have 
given me unfailing support, not just the Executive 
Committee	who	have	had	many	long	and	difficult	
meetings, but many other active members in 
the organisation some of whom contribute to the 
committees	mentioned	below.	I	would	feel	confident	
that this level of support will also be offered to the 
incoming Chair.

The	significant	changes	in	the	last	three	years	
can be seen as: the bedding down of the new 
organisation following the merging of Birds Australia 
and Bird Observation and Conservation Australia; the 
development of a Strategic Plan to see the Branch 
through	the	next	five	years;	the	employment	of	an	
Office	Manager	and	a	Book	Keeper;	BAWA	Inc	has	
been closed and that organisation’s funds are now 
secure in BirdLife WA; the relationship with BirdLife 
Australia is running smoothly; the membership is 
slowly growing (1230 January 2013, 1294, February 
2014).The Branch, in collaboration with the national 
office,	is	continuing	with	various	conservation	
projects: the Great Cocky Count is assured for the 
next two years and funded by the Perth Region NRM; 
the Great Western Woodlands project continues, 
funded by donations until the end of 2014; the 

Australasian Bittern and the Starling projects 
continue, funded by the South Coast NRM; the Black-
Cockatoo project is new, funded by the Branch and 
for six months with further funding being sought; the 
Wheatbelt Breeding Survey begun late in the year, will 
continue.

The line management for these projects is through 
BirdLife Australia but liaising through the Branch. We 
are actively seeking funds, some of which will come 
from collaboration with various National Resource 
Management organisations.

Finance

The	Branch	is	in	a	secure	financial	position,	recording	
a surplus of $31,000. Cash and investments increased 
by $194,540 to $578,454 in 2013 with better 
management over our investments. 

Committees and positions
The Committee system that underpins this Branch 
is, to my mind, its greatest structural strength. 
Position Descriptions have been revised and written 
when they didn’t exist for all the committees and 
significant	positions.	The	annual	reports	of	each	of	
the committees will be placed on the Branch web site: 
www.birdlife.org.au/wa.

Suzanne Mather
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BirdLife Western Australia – 1 YEAR - Strategic Plan 2014-2015 

Impact – High LH MH HH 

Impact – Medium LM MM HM 

Impact – Low LL ML HL 

 Capacity/Resources 
required – Low 

Capacity/Resources 
required – Medium 

Capacity/Resources 
required – High 

 
Goal 1 – Manage Australian birds and their habitats to improve conservation outcomes 
This goal is focused on funding and achieving priority conservation outcomes. 

Strategy A: Source funding for conservation 
Strategy to move from the branch relying on grants in the short-term to be self-funded in the medium-term. 

 Capacity & 
resources 

req / impact 

Action Responsibility Timeline 

1 H/H Re-establish funding committee to: 

• Investigate and become familiar with funding 
sources — short and long-term — and prepare a 
flow chart 

 

• Review way grants are co-ordinated and 
applications prepared 

• Identify potential philanthropists and patrons 
 
 

• Encourage bequests (see RSBP wetlands) 

Executive Committee 

Funding Committee 
Project officers 
Projects Manager 
Executive Committee 

Project staff 
Executive Committee 

Paid communications and PR 
people 

National Office 

National Office 
WA Branch 

2014 

2014 
 
 
 

 
 

2014/ongoing 
 
 

Ongoing 

Goal 2 – Advocate on behalf of Australian birds 
This goal is focused on promoting BirdLife WA as an authority on birds with 'clout' to influence conservation decision-making. 

Strategy A: Promote BirdLife WA as an authority on birds. 
Actions: 

1 H/H 
 

M/H 
 
 

M/M 
 
 
 

L/H 

Promote the branch and BWA name by: 
 

• Promoting the branch and its activities to local 
government authorities and build relationships 
with the environmental officers 

• Advocating in conjunction with Government, 
environmental organisations and other 
conservation groups. eg, AWC, Wildflower 
Society, Naturalists Club 

• Identifying who to lobby 

All members 
Voluntary Communication person 

Project staff 
Community Education 

Committee 
 

Conservation and Research 
Committee 

Executive Committee 
 

Conservation and Research 
Committee 

Executive Committee 
Communications Committee 

Ongoing 
 

Ongoing 
 
 
 
 

Ongoing 
 

2014 

2 L/M • Prepare and write submissions, correspondence 
and relevant documents as required 

Communications Committee 
Project Officer 

Ongoing 

Goal 3 - Promote appreciation and understanding of Australian birds 
This goal is focussed on building the level of engagement regarding the conservation of Australian birds through promoting 
awareness, education, appreciation, understanding and enjoyment of birds. 

Strategy A: Communicate through the media 
Actions: 

1 H/H Form Communications Committee to: 

• Appoint a paid Communications Manager/PR 
person 

• Prepare and enact media strategy (especially 
social media*) 

BWA Executive Committee 

BWA Executive Committee 
Communications Committee 

Paid consultant 
Communications Committee 

2014 

2014 
 

2014 
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 Capacity & 

resources 
req / impact 

Action Responsibility Timeline 

• Increase and improve media liaison 

• Promote via regular segments on radio, 
newspapers, etc 

Use NGO networks 

Communications volunteer 
Office Manager 

Communications volunteer 
Office Manager 

 

2014 / Ongoing 
 

2014 

Strategy B: Educate children about birds and recruit them 
Actions: 

1 H/H • Develop resources for schools including resource 
kit and bird brochure e.g. 'eye spy' ID booklets - 
aim for funding from Education Department 

Community Education 
Committee 

2014 

Strategy C: Develop community projects and events 
Actions: 

1 H/H • Promote national and local events Community Education 
Committee 

Specific Event Co-ordinator 

2014 

3 M/H • Re-motivate atlas participation WA Co-ordinator Ongoing 

5 L/H • Promote ‘Birds in Backyards’  Officer to manage locally 2014 

6 L/H • Target non-bird watchers Supporter database 
Communications Committee 

Ongoing 

Strategy D: Use merchandise to promote Australian birds and BirdLife WA 
Actions: 

1 H/H • Increase sales, especially via internet Sales Committee 
Office Manager 

2014  

Strategy B: Increase and improve scientific communication 
Actions: 

1 H/M • Promote Amytornis Editor Ongoing 

2 L/H • Publish research in scientific and popular 
publications, and promote these 

Members 
Project Officers 
WABN editor and e-news 

Ongoing 

Goal 5 - Build a strong branch 
This goal is focussed on BirdLife Western Australia as a branch, to ensure a large, well-serviced membership and supporter base 
from which to advocate for birds, a well-functioning office and branch with longevity. 

Strategy A: Recruit and retain more members*, supporters and volunteers 
Actions: 

2 H/H • Create Young Person Position on the Executive 
Committee – develop position description for this 

Executive Committee 2014 

3 H/H • Increase number of BirdLife supporters – no fee, 
receive emails – promote via website and groups 

Paid office manager Ongoing 

5 M/H • Conduct membership (and supporters) survey – 
to see what members want, to encourage 
volunteers, to find out why people join and to 
discover the skills of members 

Executive Committee 2014 

9 M/M • Move towards paperless communications, 
payments, etc 

Officer Manager 2014 

Strategy D: Build longevity of the branch (including committees, staff and volunteers) 
Actions: 

2 L/H • Build succession planning into the culture of the 
organisation 

All Committees 2014 
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Brief resumes of nominees for positions 
on the 2014 BirdLife Western Australia 
Executive Committee
Dr Nic Dunlop is an animal ecologist. He has worked 
for 35 years as a citizen scientist supported by a 
variety of day jobs including as a consultant, research 
coordinator,	lecturer,	environmental	officer	in	two	
mining companies, environmental regulator with 
Mines	&	Petroleum,	a	tour	guide	and	as	a	fisheries	and	
biodiversity	officer	with	a	conservation	NGO.	For	the	
last 11 years he has worked with the Conservation 
Council of WA where he currently runs the ‘Citizen 
Science for Ecological Monitoring’ Program. Nic 
works on the ecology of a range of animal species 
and communities but his central passion is seabirds. 
He continues two long-term demographic studies of 
tern colonies, one in its 28th consecutive year and 
the other in its 20th, both with increasing relevance 
to a changing ocean climate. Nic’s other bird related 
research interests include the use of both marine 
and bushbirds in monitoring ecosystem change and 
environmental contaminants.

Mark Henryon: Mark’s childhood interest in birds 
became an active pastime when he lived and worked 
in Denmark (Europe). He is a member of BirdLife 
Australia and the Danish Ornithological Society. Mark 
is looking forward to contributing to BirdLife Australia 
and has nominated to join the executive committee 
as an ordinary member. Mark works as a geneticist 
for the Danish pig industry. He currently spends about 
four months of each year in Denmark.

Lorraine Marshall: I have served on the Executive 
committee as the Vice Chair since 2012 and have 
been largely responsible for the review and update 
as required of all the terms of reference for the BWA 
committees and positions. I have been interested 
in birds since I was a child when I belonged to the 
Gould League. I joined BAWA ten years ago and was 
elected to the Executive Committee the following 
year. After serving for two years I resigned to take 
on the joint responsibility for organising the National 
Birds Australia meeting in Albany the following year. I 
was re-elected in 2012 and in recent years I have 
been actively involved in the Rottnest counts, the  
partnership with Rio Tinto in the Pilbara region and  
Shorebirds 2020. I have enjoyed the hard work of 
being on the Executive Committee and look forward to 
an exciting 2014 with BirdLife WA.

Marion Massam has worked on bio-security issues 
for over 20 years. She is a keen bird bander and 
watcher when time permits. For the past six years, 
Marion has served on the BAWA Committee as Minutes 
Secretary.

Wayne Merritt: I have had a lifetime interest in 
birds, but have become seriously interested in the 
last six years. My interests have been in natural 
history and conservation. Native orchids have been 
a passion of mine as well and have been a member 

of the WA native orchid society for 30 years where I 
served on the committee and was a delegate to the 
WA Conservation Council for 12 years. During that 
time I served for a period as treasurer for the WA 
Conservation Council on the executive committee. 
Other memberships include WA Naturalist Club and 
Wildflower	Society.

Wayne Monks (member Oct 2010) is passionate 
about protecting our native bird species. Career in 
senior	financial/commercial	roles	predominantly	
in the Mining/ Engineering industries. Grew up in 
Nedlands;	spent	20	years	residing	in	E	Goldfields	(GW	
Woodlands) in mineral exploration and then switched 
to	finance.	20	years	with	WMC	Resources	in	the	nickel,	
gold and copper divisions including Adelaide and 
Melbourne. Fellow CPA (Accountant) Bus Degree and 
Grad Dip in HR Management (ECu Churchlands). As 
an active conservationist/ environmentalist since 2006 
Wayne has contributed to many submissions, protests, 
petitions and lobbying memberships of various 
organisations.

Josan Moss: I have been part of the Executive 
Committee for a year and feel privileged to have done 
so. I have got to know the country branches and hope 
to	continue	as	their	Liaison	Officer	and	support	the	
many people that keep these branches active as they 
play an important role in their local communities. I 
became	interested	in	birds	in	Australia	when	I	first	
saw a Splendid Fairy-wren on Molloy Island many 
years ago, and I still get excited when I see one. I 
have volunteered for BirdLife WA in the past and will 
continue to do so; there are never enough volunteers! 
Being on the Committee has been a fantastic 
opportunity and I am keen to make the most of this 
time to gain as much knowledge as I can and in turn 
contribute as much as I can to the conservation of 
birds.

Frank O’Connor was previously on the BAWA 
Committee from 2002 to 2009, before he joined the 
BWA committee in 2012. He has been responsible for 
the	finances.	Frank	is	a	member	of	the	Community	
Education Committee where he helps to organise 
and	present	the	Bird	Identification	Workshops	and	
Winter Classes. He created and still catalogues the 
BirdLife WA digital image library which has over 9000 
images. Frank has an MBA from uWA and he worked 
at the Argyle Diamond Mine for 14 years where he 
was involved in developing several of their computing 
systems, and he was the Mining Department’s 
Business Analyst for seven years where he was 
responsible for the department’s annual operating 
and capital budgets, monthly reports and capital 
equipment requests.

Graham Wooller is a retired company secretary, and 
has been a member of BirdLife Australia since 2003. 
He has served on the Executive Committee of BirdLife 
WA since 2006 and has held the positions of Vice Chair 
and Branch Secretary in recent years. He continues to 
represent the Executive Committee on the Eyre Bird 
Observatory Committee and on the General Council 
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of the Conservation Council of WA. He has assisted at 
conferences in Albany and Perth in 2006 and 2007 and 
with the Conservation Forum held in Perth in 2011. 
He is nominating again as a Member of the Executive 
Committee.

Dr Kathryn Napier: I recently completed my PhD in 
the School of Veterinary and Life Sciences at Murdoch 
university, and accepted a position as Bioinformatics 
Officer	at	the	Centre	for	Comparative	Genomics	
(Murdoch university) in August 2013. My PhD 
thesis, titled ‘From molecules to bird communities- 
a mistletoe story’, took a broad eco-physiological 
approach to the investigation of relationships 
between mistletoes, their host plants, and their avian 
consumers. I also have a BSc in Mathematics and 
Statistics and a BSc (hons) in Biomedical Science from 
Murdoch university. Over the last few years, I have 
been inspired by fellow birdwatchers and researchers 
but still have a lot to learn.

Matthew Pudovskis is an Assistant State Solicitor 
at	the	State	Solicitor’s	Office,	practising	in	native	title	
and environmental law. Matthew has honours degrees 
in law and science from uWA, and in 2012-2013 
completed a Master of Laws at the university of British 

Columbia, Vancouver, focusing on Canadian Aboriginal 
law and environmental law. Matthew has previously 
served on the councils of the Friends of the Western 
Australian Museum and the National Environmental 
Law Association (WA branch). Matthew has had an 
interest in birds since early childhood membership in 
the Gould League. Matthew is a returning member 
to BirdLife Australia and is nominating to join the 
executive committee as an ordinary member.

Sandra Wallace is a keen birdwatcher and 
photographer and has been a member of BirdLife 
since 2011. For the last two years she has been active 
in the BirdLife WA Photogroup, helping to organise 
activities for members and preparing slideshows 
and photo displays for BirdLife meetings and for 
community events and library displays. She has 
assisted in the production of both of the BirdLife WA 
calendars to raise funds for the Australasian Bittern 
research and she frequently attends birdLife walks and 
meetings. She communicates with numerous other 
birders (non-photogroup) via Flickr and Facebook and 
community groups online. Sandra has a MSc from the 
UWA	and	worked	first	as	a	biochemist	before	teaching	
high school science and biological sciences. She is now 
retired.

BIRDLIFE WA PROJECTS

The Hillview Hooded Plovers
The Hooded Plovers that reside at Hillview Beach, 
west of Augusta, were monitored from 2008 to 2013. 
I checked the beach on a monthly basis as part of 
the Tangaroa Blue beach debris monitoring project 
and kept detailed records of my Hooded Plover 
observations. These observations cover breeding 
attempts	from	five	breeding	seasons.
Hillview Beach
Hillview Beach is 6 kilometres west of Augusta, and 
half way between Deepdene and Skippy Rock within 
the Leeuwin Naturaliste National Park (Figure 1, see 
p16??). Its length is 900 metres or less depending on 
the erosion/accretion cycle. The south end becomes 
low limestone platform and the north end is marked 
by	a	rocky	feature	and	these	confine	the	runners	

to the nesting beach. The Hooded Plover nest area 
is in the middle of the beach on the north side of a 
small	protuberance.	This	is	identified	as	the	nest	area	
based	on	the	one	definite	observation	of	a	successful	
nest and then frequent sightings of breeding season 
activity in the same small general area over time. The 
dune protuberance may offer some shelter from the 
strong south winds that blow parallel to the shore line 
during summer.

The known freshwater on the beach comes from 
seepage out of the limestone rocks, mainly at the 
limestone platform at the southern end. This does 
dry up during summer. However there may be some 
seepage in the shallow spaces under the ledge which 
become accessible during summer as the beach 
rebuilds.

Figure 2. The 
Hillview Beach 
nesting area in 
October 2013. Plovers 
are very difficult 
to spot against this 
background unless 
they are moving.

Figure 1. Location of the Hooded Plover 
nesting area at Hillview Beach.
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2008 - 2009 breeding season
15/11/08 14:30 Adult plover and one egg were observed in a nest which is approx 3m from the base of the 

fore dunes on a moderately sloping, narrow beach. The beach is part of the Cape to Cape 
walk track and walkers will be passing close to this nest. 

19/11/08 Fence installed. One adult on nest. 
29/11/08 One adult on nest. One adult in vicinity.
2/12/08 Monitoring camera installed. One adult on nest. One adult in vicinity.
8/12/08 12:00 Monitoring camera image. One adult on nest.
22/12/08 16:00 Two adults with one runner foraging amongst seaweed at water's edge at north end of 

beach.
9/1/09 Two adults at base of dunes adjacent to nest site, inactive. Light winds sunny. Juvenile not 

observed.
17/1/09 13:24 Two adults foraging on shoreline in front of nest site. No juvenile observed
23/1/09 Plovers not sighted.
20/2/09 Plovers not sighted.
31/5/09 12:34 Two adults quietly foraging and frequenting shore area near old nest site. About 12 surfers 

were	in	the	vicinity	on	that	day.	The	surfing	break	is	just	south	of	the	nest	site.	No	vehicles	
on the beach.

15/6/09 12:20 Two adult plovers in fore dune about 10 metres north of old nest site. Beach eroding with 
waves reaching to fore dunes. 

29/07/2009 Plovers not sighted.
2008 – 2009

seasonal notes
The Cape to Cape walk track entry/exit point was realigned 250 metres to the north to 
avoid disturbance of the nest site. The original path was along the entire length of the 
beach which took walkers through the nesting area.

2009 – 2010 breeding season
1/8/09 12:12 Plovers on shoreline in front of old nest site. Some fore dune erosion was taking place. Fox 

scats and tracks at north end of beach.
5/9/09 11:19 Plovers in fore dune about 20 metres north of old nest site. Now more actively leading and 

colours on male seemed more distinct.
16/10/09 14:43 One plover actively leading us away from vicinity of old nest site. Conditions were windy 

with sand blowing so decided not to disturb them as there was a high likelihood they were 
nesting.

Nov-Dec No visits
10/1/10 Plovers not sighted.
22/1/10 12:14 Two adults with two runners estimated at 1 to 2 weeks old. One runner was slightly smaller 

than the other. All four plovers actively foraging along the shoreline with tracks showing they 
are active along the full length of the beach.

5/2/10 Plovers not sighted.
20/2/10 Plovers not sighted.

2009 – 2010 
seasonal notes

In the winter of 2009 there was moderate erosion of the beach and nesting area. By October 
the beach had been re-established. Visits did not occur in March, April, November and 
December.

Seaweed is abundant in strandlines and wracks 
all winter but during summer contracts back to 
the northern end of the beach and around the 
protuberance in front of the nest site. The weed comes 
and goes but between the two spots there is generally 
enough for the birds to forage amongst.

The main threats come from quad bike and trail bike 
activity occurring during holiday breaks and from cats 
and foxes which are largely kept under control but 
evidence of which is seen from time to time.

Methodology

The basic method for making a sighting is to obtain a 
photograph of the plovers. This is done at a distance 

and details of the date, time and conditions can then 
be checked off site. The plovers can also be checked 
and	offspring	identified	using	the	zoom	function	in	the	
photo viewer.

Sighting Record
In the tables below the visits and sightings are recorded 
for the breeding season months of August through to 
February.

Hillview Hooded Plover sighting record

The following table gives a monthly summary of the 
sightings of the breeding pair and their offspring at 
Hillview Beach.
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2010 – 2011 breeding season

29/8/10 13:20 Two adults 8m from high tide mark mid beach and just north of usual nest site. Plovers were 
inactive. Light winds and 80% cloud cover.

18/9/10 13:01 Two adults on beach in rocks near shoreline in front of usual nest site. Plovers were foraging. 
Light winds, sunny conditions.

9/10/10 15:24 Two adults with two healthy runners foraging amongst weed on shoreline at northern end of 
the beach. Light winds and mostly sunny conditions.

31/10/10 14:06 Two adults with two runners on beach at southern end of the beach. The runners were on the 
beach amongst quad bike tracks while the adults were on the shoreline near exposed reef.
(Quad bike activity reported to DPaW)

26/11/10 0 No plovers sighted
19/12/10 12:42 Two adults in fore dune near Cape to Cape beach exit approx 200 metre north of nest site. 

Light winds, mostly sunny. No sign of juveniles.
28/1/11 14:03 Two adults at base of dunes just north of nest site. Slightly overcast. 
6/2/11 11:13 Two adults sheltering in fore dunes just north of nest site. Very strong southerly breeze 

blowing up the beach, sunny. 
28/2/11 13:25 Two adults sheltering under rocky ledge at southern end of beach. (same location as reported 

on 31/10/10) Beach eroded since then. Strong southerly breeze, sunny. 
2010 – 2011 

seasonal notes
Significantly less frontal activity in 2010 has meant beaches have not eroded to their usual 
extent and the influx of marine debris has been less.

2011 – 2012 breeding season

10/08/2011 No plovers sighted

18/9/2011 15:04 2 adults sheltering mid beach amongst debris

18/9/2011 15:37 2 adults on rocks located in next section of beach just north of main Hillview beach 
(unsure	if	usual	2	flew	up	to	this	point	after	they	were	first	encountered	on	the	main	
beach)

18/10/2011 15:35 2 adults near base of dunes close to a section of fore dune where their tracks are often 
very evident. (Referred to as possible nesting site below)

27/11/2011 10:03 2 adults leading behaviour from mid beach in vicinity of possible nesting site to the 
shoreline.

10/12/2011 13:20 
and 
13:45

1 adult showing leading behaviour from near base of dunes slightly north of possible 
nesting site and across the beach to the shoreline. 25 minutes later on my way back down 
the beach 2 adults were on the shoreline and showing leading behaviour.

21/1/2012 No plovers sighted. Fox tracks around possible nesting site. Quad bike activity signs and 
foot	traffic	on	beach	from	recent	holiday	season.

4/2/2012 1 adult between mid beach and base of dunes about 50 metres around bend past old 
nesting site. Inactive.

2011 – 2012 
seasonal notes

This year's breeding season was fairly windy with winds often along the shore from the 
south. Beach sand was very mobile. Seaweed seemed less evident and food may have 
been harder to source.

2012 – 2013 breeding season
17/08/2012 On next beach south of nesting beach. Observed from cliff top. One adult present. 

11/09/2012 2 adult birds sheltering amongst seaweed wracks. 

13/10/2012 Briefly	saw	two	runners	amongst	a	rocky	section	at	the	south	end	of	the	beach.	The	adults	were	
not seen.

23/11/2012 Three	plovers	later	identified	from	photos	as	all	juveniles	seen	on	the	shoreline	near	the	original	
nest site. The two adults were seen on the shoreline of the next beach section to the north of 
the main beach. 

18/12/2012 Plovers not sighted.

03/01/2013 Two adults in the base of the dunes just north of the original nest site. Two juveniles near 
the shoreline at the north end of the beach. Beach rubbish and tyre tracks indicated some 
disturbance over the Christmas holiday period.

01/02/2013 Two adults sheltering amongst rocks on the shoreline in front of the nesting area.

2012 – 2013 
seasonal notes

This year’s breeding season was again fairly windy with winds often along the shore from the 
south. Beach sand was very mobile. Seaweed was moderately present and food may have been 
slightly more abundant than the previous season
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Conclusions

For Hooded Plovers at Hillview Beach the pattern 
of wintertime location and movement over several 
seasons suggests there may not be any noticeable 
absence from the nesting beach during winter. It is 
also possible that occasional visits to nearby beaches 
occur regularly throughout the year according to 
changing conditions and needs.

These	observations		provide	confirmation	of	some	
findings	our	Hooded	Plover	research	has	previously	
established	and	additional	factors	that	influence	
breeding behaviour.

•	 A fresh water source such as a stream, spring or 
soak is often found at Hooded Plover breeding 
sites. A fresh water source was available at 
Hillview.

•	 The observations log provides an indication of 
the minimum size of beach that is required for 
successful breeding (900 metres).

•	 Foraging sites available at this site are debris at 
the high tide mark, washed up seaweed banks, 
exposed reefs.

•	 Fidelity to the breeding beach was observed over 
five	consecutive	years.

•	 In 2010 when less beach erosion was observed 
breeding started a couple of months earlier 
(runners were present in October 2010).

•	 Eggs and runners at Hillview Beach were observed 
between October and January.

Wally Smith

Carnamah, Inering Hills
3.5 hours drive north of Perth

Purpose built modern one bedroom self contained studio/
cottage on working farm with fine views over the granite 
rocks. Wheatbelt and transitional woodland birds. Linen  
supplied. Guided visit to key sites included.

2 nights, 2-3 people $275.00.
Other options for accommodation may be available. Please ask.
For more details + photos:

Pauline.Wittwer@bigpond.com 
or 0428 674 074. Farm: 9951 1225.

Members of BirdLife WA and Land for Wildlife.
Your well behaved dog is welcome.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
2008 Start  2+e 2+1
2009 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 1   
2010 2+2 0 0 2 0 0 4 2 2 2+2 0 2
2011 2 4 2 0 2 2 0 0 4(a) 2 2 2
2012 0 1 0 2+2 0 2 2 1 2 0+2 2+3 0
2013 2+2 2 3 2 2 2+1(b) 2 2 2 1 2+1 0

2008 Indicates the years breeding season 
2+e Indicates 2 adults with eggs in nest
2+2 Indicates 2 adults accompanied by 2 offspring in the breeding season
2+2 Indicates 2 adults accompanied by 2 offspring just after breeding season
2+2 Indicates	first	sighting	of	offspring	for	the	breeding	season

0 Indicates visit but no plovers sighted
Notes
(a) Separate pairs of adults on different sections of the beach
(b) Accompanying plover was a sub adult

Whistling Kite, Tomato Lake, 30 Dec 
2013. Photo by Alan Watson
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Hooded Plovers at Leeman Lagoon
For years the salt lakes just inland from 
Leeman, Green Head and Jurien Bay (200-
240 km north of Perth) have been a bit 
of an enigma in regards to Hooded Plover 
occurrence. There were occasional records 
indicating that Hooded Plovers were present 
at Leeman Lagoon and in good numbers, for 
example, 42 in January 2006 and 23 in March 
2009, but no systematic counts were available.

I started surveying at Leeman Lagoon in April 
2012 and continued until January 2014. The 
lake had dried out to a large extent by the 
middle of January 2013. The only water present 
flowed	in	from	the	“blue	hole”	and	water	seeps	
of varying sizes around the lagoon’s edge. 
Hooded Plovers were frequently seen around 
the seeps. Once winter rains started, water 
levels rose and the lake was full by mid June 
2013.

Counts were conducted in the late afternoon 
and sightings were often made in the south-
west corner and the north-west end. Hooded 
Plovers were observed sheltering in wheel 
ruts in the salt lake, protecting them from the 
screaming southerly winds. Leeman Lagoon is 
quite large so it is possible that not all Hooded 
Plovers present were counted on the day.

Hooded Plover counts from April 2012 to 
January 2014 at Leeman Lagoon are shown 
in Figure 1. The maximum number of Hooded 
Plovers counted on one day during this period 
was 31 birds on the 2nd of December. Hooded 
Plovers were absent from July to late October 
2013 when the lake was full.

Only a few immature Hooded Plovers were 
seen, indicating that the recruitment rate was 
low during the survey period. Breeding has 
not	been	confirmed	at	Leeman	Lagoon.	My	
counts therefore are of non-breeding birds, and 
suggest that Leeman Lagoon may be a summer 
congregation site for Hooded Plovers that breed 
and reside at the salt lakes in the northern 
agricultural area.
There is a chain of other salt lakes to the south 
of Leeman, just inland from Green Head and 
north of Jurien Bay. The Hooded Plover data 
base does hold a record of 59 Hooded Plovers 
at a salt lake north of Jurien Bay in September 
1982 and one record of a Hooded Plover on the 
Jurien Town beach in March 1995. This might 
indicate that the salt lakes just inland from 
Green Head and Jurien Bay are as important 
for the Hooded Plover as Leeman Lagoon. At 
the moment we have no data for these sites to 
determine whether this is the case. It would be 
good if these were surveyed on a regular basis, 
though	access	may	be	difficult.

Sean Plozza

Figure 1. Counts of Hooded Plovers at Leeman Lagoon, 
November 2012 to January 2014.
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Short-tailed Shearwater wreckage along 
the south-west coast of WA
The Short-tailed Shearwater, Puffinus tenuirostris, 
is Australia’s most abundant seabird. The global 
population (all breeding in Australia) is estimated 
at around 23 million (Marchant and Higgins 1990). 
They	migrate	to	the	northern	Pacific	and	then	return	
back to breed around southern Australia, with the 
main breeding areas being around Tasmania and Bass 
Strait. Females don’t breed until they are 5 years old 
and males till they are 7 years old.

In Western Australia 
this species is a 
moderately common 
visitor (October to 
April), breeding on 
six islands off the 
south coast in the 
Archipelago of the 
Recherche. They 
usually arrive at 
the breeding sites 
in October and the 
nest burrows are 
usually completed 
and renovated a 

couple of weeks before laying. On arrival the weight 
of breeding bird is between 550-730 g (Johnstone and 
Storr, 1998) and they usually have extensive body and 
subcutaneous fat. There is a short pre-laying exodus 
out to sea to feed and build up fat reserves.

Timeline of the recent wreckage

In	late	October	2013	the	first	reports	came	in	of	dead	
Short-tailed Shearwaters found along the beaches at 
Bremer Bay. Soon afterwards Short-tailed Shearwaters 
were turning up on beaches all along the south coast. 
The last reports were received towards the end of 
November 2013. Known details of the wreckage are 
shown in Table 1 (see next page).

Some observations were made during the wreckage. 
Short-tailed Shearwaters were noted moving in an 

easterly direction. Many birds were seen out at sea 
flying	just	above	the	waves.	On	numerous	occasions	
birds were seen to drop from the sky and land on the 
beach or in the water amongst the breaking waves. 
Those found alive on the beach did not survive for 
long.

Several birds were seen struggling to return to the 
water but were too exhausted. Some had been 
dragged up over the dunes by foxes or cats. In 
January observations were made of kangaroos pulling 
feathers and skin of dry shearwater frames and eating 
/chewing the bones.

A second wave of wrecked Short-tailed Shearwaters 
was reported on Tuesday 12 November2013. As in the 
first	episode,	the	wreckage	occurred	after	two	days	of	
strong easterly winds.

Other seabirds found were one Yellow-nosed Albatross and 
probably some Wedge-tailed Shearwaters (based on 
reports of pink feet being seen). No banded birds were 
found.

In	order	to	find	out	what	factors	were	at	play	
contributing to the wreckage a number of recently 
deceased Short-tailed Shearwaters were collected 
by the Department of Parks and Wildlife and kept in 
cool	storage.	The	first	three	were	examined	by	the	
Department of Agriculture and Food in Albany on 13 
November 2013. They examined three female birds 
and found they were in poor condition with no food in 
their stomachs. However, there were faeces present 
indicating that they had been feeding recently.

A further 20 specimens were sent to the WA Museum 
for analysis. Of the 13 specimens processed so far, 
most were adult breeding birds (ie, with enlarged 
gonads) and weighed between 265- 350 g. Most had 
a bony keel, almost no body fat and completely empty 
stomachs. The stomach of one bird contained several 
small cephalopod bills.

In some stomachs plastic fragments were found but in 
none of the ones examined was this anywhere close to 
the extent which could be held entirely responsible for 
death. The signs are that they starved to death.

BirdLife WA projects, ctd

Short-tailed Shearwater, 
east of Bremer Bay. Photo 
by Steve Elson

Dead Short-tailed Shearwaters on the beaches fronting Fitzgerald River National Park. Photos by Steve 
Elson
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What we know

•	 The wreckage in October/November 2013 had a 
higher mortality rate than previous events.

•	 The wreckage reported in Western Australia 
covered 500 km of beach from Walpole to 
Esperance.

•	 A higher than average mortality along the (lower) 
NSW coast-Bass Strait area was reported at the 
same time.

•	 Large	flocks	of	Short-tailed	Shearwaters	were	seen	
just off shore behind the breaking waves.

•	 The largest concentration of dead birds was found 
around Gordon Inlet.

•	 Analysis showed the birds had starved to death.

Short-tailed Shearwaters checked were half their 
normal body weight; eg, two birds found on the 
beach weighed 265 and 270g (These were not 
cleaned of sand, etc, so their true weight would 
have been lower).

•	 Birds breeding in WA normally weigh 550-730g

•	 The last record of a Short-tailed Shearwater 
washed up was at Mylies Beach near the end of 
November.

Discussion

The numbers of wrecked Short-tailed Shearwaters for 
Western Australia were not, on the national scale, all 
that great. The number of Short-tailed Shearwater 
casualties along the south-west coast of Western 
Australia is estimated by Ron Johnstone at 6,000 – 
7,500	birds.	However,	this	constitutes	a	significant	
percentage of the local (Archipelago of the Recherche) 
population, which is estimated at 20-30 000 pairs 
(Johnstone and Storr 1998). This, combined with 
the fact that a high percentage of the specimens 
examined were adult breeding birds, would make their 
loss	even	more	significant.	This	could	have	a	large	
impact on the small isolated breeding populations in 
the Archipelago of the Recherche.

It is highly unusual for adults to return to the breeding 
site in this condition and it has been suggested by Ron 
Johnstone that the cause of this wreck appears to be 
changes in sea temperatures affecting the food chain.

Location Date Number Comments
Hopetoun 16/10/2013 several First sightings. Birds washed up were 

dead and had been in the water for 
some time. 

Fosters Beach, Dillon Beach, Peppermint 
Beach and Point Ann, east from Bremer 
Bay

26/10/2013 and 
27/10/2013

>100 36 birds counted soon after arrival. 
Some beach washed birds still alive.

Gordon Inlet, Fitzgerald River National Park 1/11/2013 200 Beach washed
Mazzoletti ‘s and Parry’s Beaches 7/11/2013 9 DPaW report
Parry Beach, west of Albany 9/11/2013 3 Collected for analysis
East Mylies and Mylies Beaches, Fitzgerald 
River National Park

Early November 300 Over a 3 km stretch of beach

Hopetoun, town beaches and beaches to 
the east past Two Mile Beach and Six Mile 
Beach

Early November 150-200

Point Ann, Fitzgerald River National Park 1000 Beach washed
Trigelow Beach, Dillon Beach and 
Tooregullup Beach, east of Bremer Bay

12/11/2013 2-300 Beach washed

Lucky	Bay,	Hellfire	Bay	and	Thistle	Cove,	
Cape Le Grande National Park 

12/11/2013 0 No signs of wrecked birds

Bremer Bay Beach 15/11/2013 15 15 found along 1 km of beach 
Bremer Bay Beach 16/11/2013 8 8 found along 1 km of beach
Gordon Inlet, Fitzgerald River National 
Park.
East and west side of Gordon Inlet

16/11/2013 >2500 Surveys along multiple sections 
of beach showed that the largest 
concentrations of wrecked Short-tailed 
Shearwaters were along the beaches 
fronting Fitzgerald National Park 

Middleton Beach, Albany 18/11/2013 6 Beach washed
Parry’s Beach, William Bay National Park 18/11/2013 19 DPaW report
Peaceful Bay 18/11/2012 23 DPaW report
Bellanger Beach, Walpole 19/11/2013 113 DPaW report
Mandalay Beach, Walpole 19/11/2013 7 DPaW report
Salmon Beach, Esperance 21/11/2013 8 Counted on beach

Table 1. Reports of Short-tailed Shearwaters on Western Australian beaches in late 2013, from various 
observers.
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A similar stranding on a much smaller scale happened 
at roughly the same time along the south coast of WA 
in 2007 (Singor 2007).
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WA Twitchathon 2013
The WA Twitchathon continued successfully for a 
fifth	year	in	2013,	and	has	become	a	fixture	in	the	
WA birding calendar. The 12 hour and Armchair 
competition winners both defended their 2012 crowns, 
but it was good to see a new winner in the 24 hour 
competition as the Ruff Knights set a new record for 
species seen, and also distance travelled! As always, it 
was great to see so many people involved, and I thank 
everyone who took part again this year. The results 
are listed below.

Results

24hr Competition 
188: The Ruff Knights (Stewart Ford, Bruce Greatwich, 
Nigel Jackett and Nathan Waugh) 
181: Western Whistlers (Steve Burns and Mark 
Newman) 
129: Stark Raven Mad (Wes Bancroft, Leo Bancroft, 
Scarlett Bancroft and Nat Warburton) 
122: Hunters & Collectors (Rowan du Boulay, Louis 
Purdy and Ian Purdy) 
110: Rainbow Avocets (Robyn Pickering and Morgan 
Pickering) 
NR: The Half Twits (John Graff and Greg Howell)

12hr Competition 
134: The Twitching Detectives (Frank O’Connor, Wayne 
Merritt and Josan Moss) 
89: Peeping Pardalotes (Andrew Hobbs, Jill Hobbs and 
Libby McGill)

Armchair Twitch 
55: Lazy Old B… (Pam Agar and George Agar) 
42: Eastern Hills Hunters (Ed Paull, Alyson Paull and 

Stella Stewart-Wynne) 
35: OBE Team (Clive Napier and Brian Wilson)

Best Bird 
There were several good candidates this year, led 
by a Gallinago sp. snipe seen at Port Hedland, a 
Pied Butcherbird at Cape Naturaliste, a Spotted 
Harrier just north of Perth, and a Royal Spoonbill in 
Northam. However, the unanimous decision of the 
three adjudicators was Sooty Shearwater seen at Cape 
Naturaliste by the Half Twits.

Worst Dip 
As always, there were some excellent candidates, 
but the two that stood out were White-faced Heron 
(24hr competition) and Laughing Kookaburra (12hr 
competition). In the end, the ‘winners’ were judged 
to be The Peeping Pardalotes for missing Laughing 
Kookaburra in the 12hr competition.

John Graff
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Naming of birds
Editors’ note: Western Australian pigeons and doves 
were covered in WABN 135, 13-14; the following 
sections covers other Australian species.

PIGEONS AND DOVES — 
COLuMBIDAE

White-headed Pigeon – Columba leucomela. This 
is an easy one. Columba is Latin for pigeon or dove. 
Leucomela comes from the Greek leucos, white and 
melas, black.

Brown Cuckoo-Dove – Macropygia amboinensis. 
Also called Brown or Pheasant Pigeon. Genus name 
derived from the Greek macros, large and puge, 
rump. This bird does seem to have a heavy back 
end. The type locality of the Brown Cuckoo-Dove is in 
Indonesia, on the Moluccan Island of Ambon.

Squatter Pigeon – Geophaps scripta. The name 
squatter possibly arose from the bird’s habitat around 
homesteads or from its habit of freezing when 
disturbed	before	flying	off	noisily.	Geophaps comes 
from the Greek geo, earth and phaps meaning wild 
pigeon.	Hence	“ground	pigeon”	which	describes	a	bird	
which spends most of its time on the ground. Scripta 
comes from the Latin scriptus, written, referring to the 
bold markings on the lower face and neck.

Chestnut-quilled Rock-Pigeon – Petrophassa 
rufipennis.	The	scientific	name	is	an	almost	exact	
translation of the English name or vice versa. Rufi 
from the Latin rufus, red or rufous and penna, feather. 
Petro from the Geek petros, rock and phassa is an 
alternate word for pigeon. (See Squatter Pigeon.)

Wonga Pigeon – Leucosarcia picata. Leuco- comes 
from the Greek leukos, white and sarkos,	flesh.	
Picata comes from the Latin pica meaning a jay or 
magpie, referring to the pigeon’s colour – which is 
more grey and white rather than black and white like 
a	magpie.	Thus	we	have	a	pied,	white	fleshed	bird.	
Gould mentioned that the Wonga pigeon made very 
good	eating	being	large	and	having	white	flesh.	The	
common name Wonga is thought to be an anglicized 
Aboriginal name.

Banded Fruit-Dove – Ptilinopus cinctus. The genus 
name comes from the Greek pteron, wing or feather 
and pous, foot or leg; cinctus is Latin for banded or 
encircled. Hence banded feathered leg.

Wompoo Fruit-Dove – Ptilinopus magnificus. The 
name Wompoo is an onomatopoeic rendition of the 
distinctive	call.	The	specific	name	magnificus comes 
from	the	Latin	meaning	magnificent.	This	is	a	really	
wonderfully coloured bird with a number of common 
names including Purple-breasted Pigeon, Parrot Pigeon 
and	Magnificent	Fruit-Pigeon	amongst	others.

Superb Fruit-Dove – Ptilinopus superbus. Superb 
feather foot! Also called Superb Fruit-Pigeon and 
Purple crowned Fruit-Pigeon or Fruit-Dove.

Topknot Pigeon – Lopholaimus antarcticus. 
Lophos is Greek for crest or tuft while laimos means 
throat, referring to the spiky looking feathers on the 
breast. Antarcticus is Latin for southern. This pigeon 
occurs down the east coast as far south as Tasmania.

Monticola
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Members’ contributions
ANOTHER SEARCH FOR PAINTED 
BuTTON-QuAIL ON NORTH ISLAND, 
HOuTMAN ABROLHOS

In October 2006, one of us (JB), along with Judy 
Blyth and George and Pam Agar, conducted a one 
day search for Abrolhos Painted Button-quail (Turnix 
varius scintillans) on each of East Wallabi and North 
Islands, on both of which the button-quail occurs 
naturally (Blyth et al. 2006, 2007). The search was 
instigated and sponsored by the then Department of 
Environment and Conservation, Geraldton, because 
of fears that the introduced population of Tammar 
(Macropus eugenii) on North Island may have been 
having an adverse effect on the button-quail. The 
search on East Wallabi Island (which hosts a naturally 
occurring population of Tammars) yielded two 
definite	sightings	of	the	button-quail	and	numerous	
fresh occurrences of the characteristic ‘platelets’ 
formed by them during their normal food gathering 
activities. On North Island, where the wallabies had 
been introduced, only one button-quail and two or 
three quite old platelets were seen. In addition, the 
North	Island	vegetation	was	significantly	degraded,	
especially where the Tammars were most abundant.

In the light of that study’s indication of adverse effects 
from the introduced wallabies on North Island, Garnett 
et al. (2011) down-graded the status of the Houtman 
Abrolhos Painted Button-quail from Vulnerable 
to Endangered. In addition, the Department has 
conducted some control of the numbers of Tammar 
(but not their extirpation) on North Island in 
intervening years.

Thus, when we visited North Island in December 2013 
we took the opportunity to spend about one and a half 
hours	specifically	searching	for	button-quail	and/or	
their platelets. Although visual judgement by one of us 
(JB) that the condition of the vegetation was generally 
somewhat better than it had been in 2006, no button-
quail,	or	definite	signs	of	their	feeding	activity,	were	
seen. More than 20 other bird species were seen 
during the visit (Appendix 1).

One of us (AAB) has informed the Departments of 
Fisheries (the manager of the islands) and Parks 
and Wildlife (responsible for fauna conservation) of 
these observations and stressed the importance of 
eradication of Tammar from North Island as soon as 
possible.
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Appendix 1. Bird list for North Island, 
11 December 2013

Brush Bronzewing (4), Eastern Reef Egret (1), Eastern 
Osprey(2), White-bellied Sea-Eagle (2), Grey Plover 
(1), Red-capped Plover (c. 10), Greater Sand Plover 
(2), Eastern Curlew (1), Ruddy Turnstone (c. 20), 
Grey-tailed Tattler (2), Red-necked Stint (c. 6), 
Common Greenshank (1), Pied Oystercatcher (1), 
Pacific	Gull	(4	+1juvenile),	Silver	Gull	(c.	10),	Crested	
Tern (100), Caspian Tern (4), Roseate Tern (c. 80), 
Fairy Tern (c. 650), Welcome Swallow, Silvereye.

A DECLINE IN RAINBOW LORIKEET 
NuMBERS

The Rainbow Lorikeet is an exotic species which was 
established in Perth by 1968 (Storr 1991). By 2003, 
it	had	substantially	increased	in	numbers,	a	flock	of	
2O/25	birds	being	seen	flying	high	over	Belmont	in	
the 1990s, and by 2003 it had extended its range 
from central Perth north to Burns Beach Road, south 
to Rockingham and east to the Jarrah forest (Stranger 
2003).

It was recorded in the Perth district six times in 1704 
lists in the Historical Atlas database (1900-1976), a 
reporting	rate	of	0.35%.	During	the	first	Field	Atlas	
scheme (1977-1981), it was recorded 23 times in 
1394 lists, a reporting rate of 1.65%. Twenty years 
later, during the second Field Atlas scheme (1998- 
2002) it was recorded 1771 times in 4704 lists, a 
reporting rate of 37.72%. The X2 value between the 
first	and	second	atlas	schemes	is	38.9,	a	very	large	
figure	(Stranger	2003)	which	reflects	the	increase	in	
its numbers between the two atlas schemes.

When I took up residence in lnnaloo in 20O4 the 
species was abundant and could be seen or heard 
almost daily, and a large, bushy tree near my home 
was regularly frequented by the lorikeets. This was 
known to a Brown Goshawk (Aboriginal name: djildjil) 
whose arrival at the tree caused the lorikeets to 
scatter in all directions.

However,	by	2OO7	it	had	become	a	significant	pest	
and culling of the species began by the Department 
of Agriculture, the Department of Parks and Wildlife 
and the Swan Valley Declared Species Group, who 
between them destroyed over 35 600 of the birds by 
the end of November 2013. Now, at the close of 2013, 
the lorikeet is rarely seen or heard around my home 
and the goshawk now infrequently occurs here, too. 
But, according to the Department of Agriculture, the 
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lorikeet is still abundant in some areas and is still a 
significant	pest.
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Editors’ note: The Department of Parks and Wildlife 
currently has no funding for feral lorikeet control.

FIRE AT INGLIS GAP

Inglis Gap is about 214 km from Derby on the Gibb 
River Road, and Windjana Gorge is about 145 km from 
Derby on the Gibb River Road, both tourist spots (see 
map, p2??).

A	fire	started	at	Inglis	Gap	Saturday	7	September	
2013. Probably deliberately lit, it burned for over 
three weeks, taking out about half (140 000 hectares 
across a range of habitats) of the King Leopold Range 
Conservation	Park.	The	fire	finally	extinguished	on	
Sunday 29 September 2013.

Noticed was a Bush Stone-curlew with two chicks in 
burned country on 22 September 2013. This area was 
burning two days previously! Two curlews with two 
downy chicks were seen on 11 October 2013. The 
Crimson Finches returned to the burned country after 
four days. Long-tailed Finches disappeared.

Another	fire	near	Windjana	Gorge	in	October	
2013 burned out about 80% of the Tunnel Creek 
Conservation Park, once again across a range of 
different	habitats.	While	putting	the	fire	out	in	
Sorghum grass, hundreds of Zebra Finches and 
Golden-headed Cisticolas were noticed living amongst 
the grass. Also lots of cats!

These 
deliberately lit 
fires	impact	
greatly on the 
wildlife which 
is	“living	on	the	
edge”	at	this	
time of the year. 
Early season 
burns try to 
negate this effect 
but unfortunately 
there are idiots 
out there who for 
whatever reason 
decide to burn 
the country at 

the time of the year when it is most vulnerable.

Beryl Ah Chee, Derby

BIRD SPECIES IN KINGS PARK: 
GOING, GOING,…?

It is surprising how little has been published about 
the avifauna of Kings Park. Dom Serventy in 1938 
published a paper based on repeated counts along a 
traverse from Keightley Road/Thomas Street (Subiaco) 
to Park Road/Winthrop Avenue (Crawley). His paper 
also included notes made elsewhere in the park since 
1928 (Serventy 1938). He repeated this procedure 
during 1952-55.

Harry Recher revived this survey in 1986, re-
examined	all	of	Serventy’s	field	books,	and	found	
marked changes in the avifauna along the route, 
not all of which were negative (Recher and Serventy 
1991).	Most	of	this	traverse	was	burnt	in	a	wildfire	in	
1989. Recher conducted additional surveys along it in 
1989, 1991, 1993, 1994, and 1995. Further changes 
in the avifauna occurred (Recher 1997). More surveys 
were performed in the period 1996-99 (Recher 2004). 
Recher has since conducted further surveys and plans 
to publish them (H. Recher, pers. comm.).

Based on the published data set, Recher declared 
that the Pallid Cuckoo, Scarlet Robin, Western Yellow 
Robin, Golden Whistler, Broad-tailed Thornbill and 
Western Thornbill had become locally extinct since 
1986.	However,	it	is	extremely	difficult	to	establish	
when a species becomes locally extinct and distinguish 
this	from	the	species	simply	becoming	harder	to	find.	
Some other species, including the Western Spinebill, 
Shining Bronze-Cuckoo, Yellow-rumped Thornbill, 
Carnaby’s	Black-Cockatoo,	Sacred	Kingfisher	and	
Varied Sittella showed evidence of declining in their 
frequency of occurrence after 1986. A degree of 
caution is required in generalising, as Recher’s studies 
are along a short transect near the western edge of 
the park and this may not be typical or representative 
of what is happening across the park.

I	first	visited	Kings	Park	(bushland	and	botanic	
gardens) in 1974. It proved to be a rewarding site 
for birdwatching, with most of the species of Swan 
Coastal Plain land birds still present. However, the 
Splendid Fairy-wren, Scarlet Robin, Western Yellow 
Robin, Golden Whistler, Spotted Pardalote and Purple-
crowned Lorikeet were not recorded by me. Since 
2008 I’ve visited the park numerous times. It remains 
a convenient place to take visitors to see Weebills, 
Rufous Whistlers, Rainbow Bee-eaters, Striated 
Pardalotes, Western Gerygones and Grey Fantails. 
The White-browed Scrub-wren and Variegated Fairy-
wren are at present common in the southern part 
of the park. Occasionally I have seen the Common 
Bronzewing and once I heard the Shining Bronze-
Cuckoo.

Two Bush Stone-curlew chicks 
in burnt area north of Derby. 
Photo by Beryl Ah Chee
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However I have not recorded any spinebills, thornbills 
or sittellas. Have others noticed this also? Or am I 
simply looking in the wrong places? I have been told 
by several members of BirdLife Australia (WA) that the 
park	was	a	first	port	of	call	for	birdwatchers	visiting	
Perth in the 1990s, but sadly no longer. BirdLife last 
ran a walk there in 2011. I participated in this, and it 
was a very disappointing affair.

Any information from readers of WA Bird Notes about 
these apparently rare bird species in Kings Park would 
be welcome. Please delve into your notebooks and 
send me information about these species, including 
locale in the park, the basis of the record (heard or 
seen) and date, and any other unusual species seen 
in Kings Park. Email me at ian.abbott@dpaw.wa.gov.
au or write to me at Dept of Parks and Wildlife, Locked 
Bag	104,	Bentley	DC,	6983	WA.	If	I	receive	sufficient	
new information, I’ll summarise this in a future article.

Ian Abbott
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GREAT CRESTED GREBE NESTS

At Herdsman Lake there have been several Great 
Crested Grebe nests near where the drain enters the 
lake adjacent to the Wildlife Centre. On 28 November 
2013, as I was approaching I saw two Eurasian Coots 
fighting	near	one	of	the	nests	closer	to	the	bank	(the	
grebe was not on the nest at that time). One Eurasian 
Coot then jumped on the nest and appeared to peck 
at a Great Crested Grebe egg.

Next it used its beak to lever the egg over the side of 
the nest and into the water! (I could not see whether 
it sank). It then started on a second egg but when the 
grebe returned the Eurasian Coots moved away and 
the grebe resumed incubating. From its behaviour it 
did not appear that the grebe was able to count.

Keith Lightbody

FIVE HuNDRED WHITE-NECKED 
HERONS AT FORRESTDALE LAKE

On 21 November 2013, I observed a staggering 
number of White-necked Herons at Forrestdale Lake, 
from a build-up of birds that started at the end of 
August	2013	when	the	first	four	were	seen.	The	
numbers increased slowly to 54 on 27 October 2013, 
then jumped dramatically each day to reach 500.

This coincided with a massive explosion of tadpoles 
and young frogs that were in the low rushes around 
the edge of the lake, where most of the herons were 
feeding — presumably on tadpoles and frogs, as no 
other	prey	of	significance	was	to	be	seen.

At the time the 500 birds were seen, the lake’s 
maximum depth had dropped from 470 – 240 mm. 
Also at nearby Stirling Road Swamp, one kilometre 
east of Forrestdale Lake, 150 White-necked Herons 
were seen on 2 November 2013 on the day of the 
BirdLife excursion.

During this time and until the lake dried up, most 
of	these	birds	flew	to	nearby	James	Swamp,	west	
of Lake Forrestdale each evening and roosted in tall 
paperbarks and Flooded Gums.

A few White-necked Herons were there on the last 
puddles up until the time the lake dried up on 21 
December 2013.

Where did all these birds come from and where did 
they go after the lake dried up? Did environmental 
change elsewhere cause this unusual occurrence or 
was the abundance of amphibian prey the attraction?

David James

Eurasian Coot raiding a Great Crested Grebe nest, 
Herdsman Lake. Photo by Keith Lightbody
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DID YOu KNOW? ...

Researchers for the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority 
found over 200 dead crows near greater Boston 
recently and there was concern that they may have 
died from Avian Flu.

A bird pathologist examined the remains of all the 
crows	and,	to	everyone’s	relief,	confirmed	the	problem	
was	definitely	not	Avian	Flu.	The	cause	of	death	
appeared to be vehicular impacts.

However, during the detailed analysis it was noted that 
varying colours of paints appeared on the birds’ beaks 
and claws. By analysing these paint residues it was 
determined that 98% of the crows had been killed by 
impact with trucks, while only 2% were killed by an 
impact with a car.

MTA then hired an ornithological behaviourist 
to determine if there was a cause for the 
disproportionate percentages of truck kills versus 
car kills. The ornithological behaviourist very quickly 
concluded the cause: when crows eat road kill, they 
always have a look-out crow in a nearby tree to warn 
of impending danger.

They discovered that, while all the lookout crows could 
shout ‘cah’, not a single one could shout ‘truck’.

Peter Sandilands

VARIED SITTELLA ANTI-PREDATOR 
BEHAVIOuR

In the year since moving to Margaret River, I have 
entertained myself and friends building up a photo-
gallery on Facebook of the birds of our garden with 
my new, wonderful Sony x50 Cybershot camera. On 
Boxing Day I positioned myself within the stems of a 
mallee eucalypt on the road verge to photograph two 
Dusky Woodswallow juveniles. However, my focus 
then	shifted	to	a	flock	of	sittellas.	The	flock	had	been	
moving along the street and its gardens daily for the 
past week or so and had already been added to the 
gallery. But this time they were foraging within metres 
of my ‘posie’. A female stopped to preen a metre 
away at head height, took a peck at food on its thin 
vertical branch perch and then spotted me and froze 
in position. Its posture was inverted, parallel and close 
to the branch, generally crouched with its beak close 
to the branch. After taking several photographs, I 
moved to my right for better light and only then did 
the bird move, in the same direction to maintain the 
branch between us. Over an eight minute period as 
recorded by my camera, we moved three times in this 
fashion, but otherwise the bird did not move except 
for	occasional	shifts	of	head	position.	I	finally	took	pity	
and walked away, with the bird quickly following me 
out	of	the	vegetation,	calling	as	it	flew	to	join	the	flock	
in a nearby tree.

HANZAB (Higgins and Peter 2002, p. 1002) states in 
the	general	description	for	Varied	Sittella	that	“When	
disturbed, said to dive into and hide in cracks in 
bark, or hang motionless up-side down in branchlets, 
resembling	a	leaf”.	With	respect	to	‘Parental	anti-
predator strategies’, an observation is provided from 
Campbell (1907) that when approached, a sittella left 
a nest to cling to a nearby limb. And from Ramsay 
(1936), recalling from boyhood that the response of 
two sittellas to predator alarm calls by other birds was 
to swing to the underside of a stringy-bark branch, 
where they continued to cling for some time despite 
being bombarded by the author with sticks.

Many bird species produce high-pitched alarm calls 
in	response	to	flying	raptors	that	cause	individuals	
of their own and other species to dive for cover or 
become immobile. However, immobility as an anti-
predator strategy would appear to be taken by 
sittellas to another level. Certainly the sittellas would 
seem to be using their colouration and posture to 
achieve	excellent	camouflage,	as	well	illustrated	by	my	
photographs. But many species have this attribute. 
More unusual is being upside down and close to a 
branch when immobile. Being close to a branch may 
make	striking	a	bird	difficult	as	distinct	from	being	

amongst foliage or in 
the open. Being upside 
down might be confusing 
for a predator such as 
a hawk or snake sizing 
up a potential prey, with 
the	sittella	poised	to	fly	
downwards from this 
posture when attacked. 
My only observation of 
similar behaviour is by 
bearded dragon lizards 
(genus Pogona) that 
sun on exposed vertical 
branches of shrubs. When 
approached, they maintain 
a still posture except for 
moving to the far side of 

the branch, and drop to the ground and scurry away if 
approached too closely.

I sought help from my English birding friend Vicki 
Hassell as to whether any of the tree-creeping birds 
of Europe have evolved similar behaviour to the 
Varied Sittellas. The only accounts of predator defence 
behaviour of nuthatches and relatives of the family 
Sittidae, which in many ways are uncannily convergent 
in form to our Neosittids, appear to be of mobbing 
and	wing	flicking.	However,	Old	World	Treecreepers	
(family Certhiidae) are well known for their cryptic 
behaviour. S. Harrap (pp 171-172 in ‘Handbook of 
the Birds of the World’; del Hoyo et al. 2008) states 
that	“In	the	presence	of	avian	predators,	treecreepers	
adopt a concealment posture, in which the body is 
pressed	flat	to	the	tree,	hiding	the	pale	underparts,	
the head is lowered, with the bill directed upwards, 
and the wings may be widely spread. They may 
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Varied Sittella. Photo 
by Boyd Wykes
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freeze for several minutes in this position, presumably 
relying on their cryptic coloration for protection. Young 
Eurasian Treecreepers have also been noted to freeze 
in an upright posture, like that adopted by a bittern 
(Botaurus),	as	an	anti-predator	response.”

Del Hoyo et al. (2008) also provided further details 
on Varied Sittella antipredator behaviour. H. Burn 
(page	633)	stated	that:	“When	suddenly	startled	by	a	
potential aerial predator, sittellas utter an alarm call 
similar to the food-begging call, but shriller and more 
sustained. All group-members then freeze in the head-
down position, the body oriented parallel to the branch 
or	hanging	upside-down	under	the	branch.”	Also	
relevant is the description of Varied Sittella roosting 
behaviour	(page	632):	“When	settled	all	birds	faced	
the same direction, each leaning head downwards 
and tail upwards at an angle of about 45 deg, until it 
was ready to sleep, at which point it assumed a more 
vertical stance, with the head tucked backwards. The 
distinctive pre-sleeping posture seems adaptive in 
facilitating	a	quick	launch.	At	the	first	sign	of	danger,	
the group ‘explodes’ from the roost-site, individuals 

fleeing	in	all	directions,	making	pursuit	of	any	one	
bird almost impossible for a predator. The intimate 
physical contact between individuals that is afforded 
by huddling allows a quicker reaction than would be 
the	case	if	the	birds	were	spaced	out.”
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Crossword No. 18
by Pam Agar

See page 32 for Answers

Across
1. Usually a smaller 

version.
4. Group of birds living or 

nesting together.
7. Duck species vagrant in 

Northern Australia.
8. Continent providing 

numerous summer 
visitors for WA.

10. Even keen birders need 
to stop for these.

11. Line followed by 
migrating species.

12. To dig with bill.
14. What male bower birds 

do to their bower.
17. Opposite to western.
18. Prominent markings of 

SW pardalote.
20 Small diving bird.
21. A high one may indicate 

a thermal air current.
22. Wing marker.
23. Bird of open dry country 

with monotonous song.
24. May make a meal of 

eggs in an unprotected 
nest.

DOWN
1. A bird may have a 

longer one in captivity.
2. A thorough one may be 

needed to discover a 
nest.

3. Bearing of a Brolga.
4. To build.
5. To produce an egg.
6. One thornbill may build 

this nest above the real 
thing.

9. Nature of vegetation in 
arid areas.

10. Family with strong legs 
for digging.

13. A GPS will give an 
accurate reading of this.

14. To move suddenly and 
sharply.

15. A likely time to see a 
nightjar.

16. To feed by kicking feet 
and ducking head.

18.	 Food	of	finches	and	
galahs.

19. The best performer may 
be the successful one.

20. Expanse of open beak.

1 2 3 4 5

6

7 8 9

10

11 12

13 14 15

16
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20
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Notices
Great Cocky Count (GCC)

The sixth Great Cocky Count (GCC), WA’s biggest survey for the 
endangered Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo, will be held on Sunday 
6 April 2014. During this annual community-based survey, 
volunteers count Carnaby’s at night-time roost sites across the 
south-west of the state on a single night in April. The 2014 GCC 
will also count Red-tailed Black Cockatoos.

A key aim of the GCC is to survey as many roost sites as possible. 
We need your help to make the 2014 GCC the biggest survey 
ever.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

1. Register to monitor a roost site on Sunday 6 April 2014

Fill out the 2014 volunteer registration form to express your 
interest in conducting a roost count for the 2014 GCC. There are 
several hundred sites to monitor, so we need your help!

2. Report a roost site

Help us to identify more roost sites for both white-tailed and 
red-tailed black-cockatoos. Roosts are places where black-
cockatoos rest at night. Important information on the location 
of critical roosting habitat is collected through the GCC, and is 
increasing with every GCC completed. If you know about a night-
time roost site, please email or call us about it.

3. Tell your friends and colleagues about the GCC

Use your networks to spread the word about the GCC. 
Facebook, Twitter, email, and word-of-mouth are all great ways 
to encourage people to get involved.

For more information about the GCC, or to tell us about a roost 
site for white-tailed or red-tailed black-cockies, contact Hugh 
Finn on 9287 2251 or 0400 177 615 or at greatcockycount@
birdlife.org.au

The 2014 Great Cocky Count is funded by Perth Region NRM 
through the Australian Government’s Caring for our Country 

program.

Western Ground Parrot surveys
The Department of Parks and Wildlife (DPaW) is conducting two 
Western Ground Parrot surveys in Cape Arid National Park in 
March. The dates for the surveys are as follows:

9 - 15 March and 23 - 28 March

Volunteers will meet with the team from DPaW in Esperance on 
the first date given. Please note that these surveys take part in 
remote areas with limited camping facilities. All volunteers are 
required to have good hearing.

If you can help out with one or even both of the surveys, please 
get in touch with us.

Anne Bondin, Secretary
Friends of the Western Ground Parrot 
Mail: PO Box 5613, Albany WA 6332 

Email: wgparrot@gmail 
Web: western-ground-parrot.org.au

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Friends-of-the-
Western-Ground-Parrot/283796521652371

Twitter: https://twitter.com/FriendsWGP

SIGHTINGS WANTED: Rock Parrots
Research is being undertaken to determine the population 
size of Rock Parrots on Rottnest Island.
Rock Parrots have been individually colour marked with a leg 
band on their left leg and will be regularly monitored (see 
colour photo, p47).
The Rock Parrots generally forage on the ground, feeding on 
plants and seeds.
Public support and sightings are needed for the success of 
this project.

Please report – Date, Time, Location, Number of Birds 
and Band Colour to Mark Blythman or James Sansom at: 

boldparkbirdbanding@hotmail.com

SURVEY WANTED

WWF is rehabilitating a Rock Wallaby site at 
Nanjeen Hill, south of Kellerberrin. We have been 
asked if we can do a pre planting bird survey of 
the site with the aim of carrying out a longitudinal 
study of changes in the bird population which 
may result from the rehabilitation of the area at 
the base of the rock. The planting will take place 
in late July so this survey needs to be done before 
then. There is a nearby campsite at Kwolyin.

If you are interested in doing this survey, please 
contact Sue Mather by email: 

 suzannemather@bigpond.com.
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Seeking Great Western Woodlands 

Committee
The Bird of the Great Western Woodlands project (GWW project) 
is calling for people keen and happy to be on the Great Western 
Woodlands project Committee. The objective of the committee 
would be to ensure surveys continue to occur each year by 
advertising the bird surveys and coordinating the volunteers. 

The GWW project has had great success due to the enthusiasm 
and hard work of volunteers who have conducted bird surveys 
in the Great Western Woodlands over the past two years. There 
is one more year to go of the current project at which point 
the results so far will be presented. It is vital for the continued 
protection of the region that bird surveys continue for at least 
another seven years (to 2021). As such there is a need for the 
project to be coordinated by a group within BirdLife WA to 
maintain the enthusiasm and develop the knowledge of the area.

The first meeting of interested people is likely to occur in late 
March or early April 2014. With the assistance of Shapelle and 
Liz, the committee members would develop the guidelines of 
the committee and would be introduced to how the project runs 
during 2014. 

If you would like more information or are interested please 
contact Shapelle McNee via email gww@birdlife.org.au or phone 
on 0439 668 693.

BIRDLIFE WEBSITE

Improvement to the WA Branch section of the BirdLife 
website has been identified as a top priority in the 
Strategic Plan. The work on improving this website so it 
more accurately services the information needs of the 
membership has begun with the help of volunteers.

BUT IT IS WORTH NOTING THAT THE SHORTEST WAY TO THE 
WA BRANCH IS:

www.birdlife.org.au/wa

FRIENDS OF UNDERWOOD AVENUE BUSHLAND

The Friends have ramped up their campaign to save 
Underwood Avenue Bushland from development plans 
by UWA.

We are seeking volunteers to help with flyer 
distributions in adjoining suburbs, that is Floreat, 
Jolimont, City Beach, Wembley, Subiaco, Shenton 
Park, Daglish, Nedlands and Mt Claremont … your 
help is needed to save the bushland and the habitat for 
the protection of  endangered species such as Carnaby’s 
Black-Cockatoo.

Let me know if  you would like to support us in this 
campaign.

Wayne Monks 
9245 1428 home 0499 113 193 

FRIENDS OF UNDERWOOD AVENUE BUSHLAND

Innovative Marri Canker 
smartphone application 

launched!
On Tuesday, 10 December 2013 the 
Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council 
(EMRC) hosted a launch event for the innovative 
marri canker smartphone application which was 
developed in partnership with Murdoch university.

‘The	Marri	App’	launch	was	officially	opened	by	
Chief Scientist of Western Australia, Professor Lyn 
Beazley, who performed a modern ribbon-cutting 
ceremony, with the ribbon cut from an iPad.

The free application will empower the public to act 
as citizen scientists and identify and report sightings 
of marri canker so that data can be monitored 
by researchers to help understand the disease. 
The data will eventually aid in the development 
of treatment trials to preserve marri trees in the 
south-west of WA.

EMRC Acting CEO, Hua Jer Liew, said that ‘The Marri 
App’	was	a	significant	and	collaborative	tool	for	
monitoring the disease.

“It	is	fantastic	to	see	this	pioneering	mobile	phone	
application being launched to the public so that we 
can start working together to better understand 
and hopefully, in time, reduce the severity of the 
disease,”	said	Mr	Liew.

“We	thank	the	Western	Australian	Government’s	
State	Natural	Resource	Management	Office	for	
providing the funding to enable the development of 
this	ground-breaking	tool,”	he	said.

Marri canker or Quambalaria spp. are a group of 
fungal pathogens causing death to marri trees 
or Corymbia calophylla in the south-west region. 
There are uncertainties surrounding the distribution, 
severity and dispersal of the canker and the aim of 
the marri canker application is to address some of 
these unknowns.

The launch event was well attended by volunteer 
groups, local government employees, members of 
the public and industry professionals, all of whom 
share the desire to help preserve this keystone 
species.

If you would like to download ‘The Marri App’, please 
follow the links below:

For Apple devices please use the link below:

https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/the-marri-app/
id742004918?mt=8

For Android devices please use the link below:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.
gaiaresources.bdrsmobile.murdochmarri

For more information please contact Jaya Vaughan 
on (08) 9424 2276 or email
jaya.vaughan@emrc.org.au.
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Donations and bequests to 
BirdLife Western Australia

The Western Australian Branch is aiming to be in the 
financial position to support conservation work through 
projects, particularly aimed at threatened species. With the 
decline in government funding, support for this work through 
donations and bequests is one way this aim can be realised in 
the future.
Tax deductible donations, specifically for BirdLife Western 
Australia, can be made to BirdLife Western Australia through 
our office at Peregrine House. A tax deductible receipt will be 
issued.
If the donation is being made as a direct deposit in the 
BirdLife Western Australia bank account, it is important to 
signify who it is from and for this purpose.
Donations will then be held in an account so that they 
can be accounted for through the national office each 
year in accordance with the Federal Taxation Department 
requirements.
Such donations, unless specified by the donor for a particular 
purpose, will be used to assist in meeting the objectives of 
the organisation. The details of this will be decided by the 
Executive Committee, guided by the finance policy of the 
branch.
Bequests can also be made specifically for the branch with the 
same process.

Suzanne Mather

Notices, ctd

The following WA people joined BirdLife Australia 
during the period December 2013 to February 
2014. We look forward to meeting you at our 
excursions and general meetings.

      J Barr, R Beaver, S Boxall, A Bulloch, M 
Bundock, M Cadby, O Cardona, J Carroll, S 
Corbett, J Cornes, R Deans, B Everall, H Finn, S 
Gador-Whyte, C Gauder, A Goundrey, C Gregory, 
M Hall, P Hines, B Howard, P Jacklin, A Johns, T 
Kannis, P King, G Knight, A Labbe, M Laurence, K 
Leake, E Long, H Long, P and H Long, S Metcalf, 
R Norris, M Pudovskis, I Purdy, S Reynolds, T 
Sinclair, H Thorning, C van der Linden, K Wilcox, E 
Wiley, T Woods, P Woolley and J Zani

New WA members

 

ALBANY
 

3 brm s/c holiday accommodation
situated on the banks of Oyster Harbour, 

15 mins from town.
Close to King & Kalgan Rivers, 

beaches & walks
 

From $165 dbl p/n
Check internet for details

PH 08 98447744 or 0448 835 774
Email: evendene@omninet.net.au

 
A BIRD LOVERS PARADISE!

Crossword No. 18, 
answers
 ACROSS
1 lesser, 4 colony, 7 Garganey, 8 Asia, 10 meals, 11 
path, 12 probe, 14 decorate, 17 eastern, 18 spots, 20 
grebe, 21 cloud, 22 tag, 23 wedgebill, 24 rat.

DOWN
1 lifespan, 2 search, 3 regal, 4 construct, 5 lay, 6 
false, 9 sparse, 10 Megapodes, 13 latitude, 14 dart, 15 
twilight, 16 dabble, 18 seed, 19 suitor, 20 gape.
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Country branches
ALBANY BRANCH

Excursion reports
Frank Smith property/Cranbrook, 
12 November 2013

Our	first	stop	for	the	day	was	a	small	nature	reserve	
along the road to Frankland where a wide variety of 
bushbirds was found. We observed Scarlet Robin, 
Western Yellow Robin, Rufous Whistler and White-
winged Triller but were probably most intrigued by a 
Laughing Kookaburra which had caught a snake (see 
photo) and was trying to eat it. During the ten or 
so minutes we were watching the 
kookaburra, it had only managed to 
swallow about half of its substantial 
prey and must have been wondering 
whether	it	was	ever	going	to	finish	
this meal.

Some of the highlights included 
Red-capped Robin and Jacky Winter 
both with offspring. 

We were kindly permitted to visit 
the property by Brett, grandson of 
the former owner Frank Smith.

Lake Seppings/Emu Point, 
10 December 2013

Our walk around Lake Seppings 
provided some good sightings 
including a pair of courting Great Crested Grebes, 
numerous Red-winged Fairy-wrens and a nesting 
Inland Thornbill. We were all intrigued by John Dart’s 
report about the Musk Duck he had managed to 
photograph on land a few days earlier (see photo), 
but of course, we were out of luck as far as a repeat 
performance of this very rare event was concerned. 
All the Musk Ducks remained in the lake. Some of us 
managed to get a look at the elusive Little Grassbird 
whilst others had great views of Shining Bronze-
Cuckoo	and	Sacred	Kingfisher.

We found very few shorebirds at the Emu Point 
mudflats.	However,	we	did	have	excellent	views	of	
Greater Sand Plover, Red-capped Plover and Red-
necked Stint. We recorded a total of 60 species for 
the day. We concluded the outing with our traditional 
shared Christmas lunch.

Prideaux Road Reserve / Kalgan River estuary, 
14 January 2014

We were keen to see the Rainbow Bee-eaters which 
had returned this season to nest on a Lower King 
property and were not disappointed. At Prideaux 
Road	Reserve	we	found	a	recently	fledged	Dusky	
Woodswallow begging to be fed but smaller than usual 
variety of bushbirds were observed. After morning tea 
we continued on to the Kalgan River estuary to look 
for shorebirds. Two Masked Lapwings were discovered 
near	the	birdhide	and	on	the	mudflats	we	found	

Bar-tailed Godwit, Great and Red Knot, Grey Plover, 
Sharp-tailed Sandpiper, Red-necked Stint and a lone 
Ruddy Turnstone.

Shorebird	identification	workshops
In January two workshops were held at Morley Beach, 
Wilson Inlet and Rushy Point, Princess Royal Harbour 
to familiarise interested bird lovers with the local 
shorebird population. The workshops were conducted 
by Brad Kneebone and Anne Bondin with support 

from Coastwest/ Lotterywest and 
GreenSkills.

Shorebird numbers at Morley 
Beach were low due to high water 
levels. Fast rising temperatures had 
participants sweltering, but they 
were rewarded with large numbers 
of shorebirds at Lake Nenamup at 
the eastern end of Wilson Inlet. 
One	of	the	highlights	was	a	flock	
of approximately 500 Red-necked 
Avocets. Red-capped Plovers 
were found nesting. Amongst the 
migratory shorebirds Common 
Greenshank, Red-necked Stint 
and Sharp-tailed Sandpipers were 
observed.

At Rushy Point low tides required 
participants to wade out into Princess Royal Harbour to 
get a better look at shorebirds. Migratory shorebirds 
present included Bar-tailed Godwit, Common 
Greenshank, Red-necked Stint and Grey Plover. The 
highlight	was	a	Pacific	Golden	Plover	with	yellow/
orange	leg	flags	which	is	likely	to	be	one	of	the	birds	
tagged locally about seven years ago. This bird has 
been observed regularly at Little Grove, returning each 
year to the same site. 

As in previous years, the local branch also conducted 
a bird walk around Lake Seppings to support South 
Coast NRM’s Summer Salty Holiday Activities program.

Future outings and events
Excursions will take place on 
Tuesday, 8 April, 13 May and 
10 June. More details about 
destinations, where to meet, etc, 
will be made available on BAWA 
e-news. You can also check the 
Albany Bird Group’s website:

http://sites.google.com/site/
albanybirds/Home

Excursion leaders will be either 
Ray Garstone (PH: 9844 7540), 
Brad Kneebone (PH: 9845 
2233) or Anne Bondin (PH: 

Laughing Kookaburra with 
snake, Cranbrook. Photo by 
Charlie Davies

Musk Duck, 
Lake Seppings, 
Albany. Photo 
by John Dart
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9844 1793). Feel free to contact any of us for further 
information.

The Albany Library will host two events to celebrate 
the South Coast Festival of Birds:

•	 13 March 5:30 – 6:30 pm: Meet Western Australia’s 
rarest bird – a parrot on the brink of extinction. 
Presentation about the Western Ground Parrot by 
Friends of the Western Ground Parrot and Abby 
Berryman (Dept. of Parks and Wildlife)

•	 18 March 5:30 – 6:30 pm: Shorebirds – meet 
the	world’s	most	amazing	frequent	flyers.																				
Presentation by Brad Kneebone and Anne Bondin

Bookings may be necessary for these talks. Please 
call the Library on 9841 9390 or send an email to 
library@albany.wa.gov.au

•	 The South Coast Festival of Birds Expo and Exhibition 
will take place on 5 April at the WA Museum in 
Albany. Please watch our website for further details 
about this event.

Anne Bondin

Country branches, ctd

CAPE TO CAPE BIRD GROuP

Shorebird event, 
Albany. Photo by 
Basil Schur

Program
Wednesday 7 May: Mid-week excursion, North 
Westbay, Augusta

Meet at 8:30 am. Driving south on the Bussell 
Highway, immediately before the Caves Road 
junction, turn left (east) onto Westbay Creek Road. 
Cross the bridge and look for O’Halloran Place (also 
Augusta Farmstay) on the right, and travel 0.5 km 
on the gravel to the meeting place by the Leeuwin-
Naturaliste National Park sign. Bring your telescope 
along. Bush, waterbirds and mosquitoes.

This block of bush is a seldom visited part of the 
Leeuwin-Naturaliste National Park on the northern 
side of Westbay. The intention is to walk the boundary 
between paddocks and the Marri/Jarrah bush to a 
place where there is a good view across to Thomas 
Island, then return via the open, winter-wet area in 
the middle.

Leader: Roger Crabtree

Monday 19 May: Meeting “Photographing birds 
of the South West” 
7:00 pm – Druid’s Hall, Bussell Highway, 
Witchcliffe

Illustrated by his superb photography, Ray ‘Rev’ 
Walker of the Busselton Naturalists will talk about 
his subjects and the hard work, craft and art 
needed behind the lens. Cape to Cape Bird Group 
photographers are invited to each show a couple of 
their favourite bird shots.

Saturday 7 June: Half-day excursion, Karri and 
Coast, Augusta

Meet at 8:30 am. From Bussell Highway, a short 
distance north of Augusta, turn into Caves Road and 
take the Green Hill Road turn on the left, following 

the bitumen until Diana Road. Park in Green Hill Road 
between Diana Road and Calkarri Drive (you will see 
the cars parked in this short section of road). After a 
walk in the Karri forest, we’ll explore a track a short 
distance away in the coastal heath and take in the 
view from the ridge at Hillview Lookout.

Leader: Christine Wilder

All the excursions/meetings above are for BirdLife 
Australia members and the general public. For details 
of any of the above, please contact Christine Wilder 
cwilderone@yahoo.com.au or Boyd Wykes majyx@
iinet.net.au.

Excursion/campout/meeting reports
Campout, 10-13 November 2013: Workman/
Barrabup Pools

Our stay at Barrabup Pool was a highlight of my year, 
with weather just right — warm enough for swimming 
but not too hot, lots of forest to explore by foot, and 
Nannup nearby for a change of scenery. Our group of 
seven	fitted	comfortably	into	a	corner	of	the	camping	
ground.As expected by nearby Jalbarragup’s status as 
an IBA for cockatoos, Red-tailed and Baudin’s Black-
Cockatoos were with us throughout our stay. Also 
remarkable was the abundance of Shining Bronze-
Cuckoos, which were making good use of caterpillars 
on the eastern states acacia that has overrun this site, 
no doubt a legacy of the timber mill days.

My highlight was catching up with nesting Western 
Thornbills, which are less prominent in forest around 
Margaret River than I had expected. We recorded 42 
species in the forest of the camp-ground and walks 
around the vicinity of the pools and  31 species for our 
day in Nannup,  making the total for the campout 66 
species.

Boyd Wykes
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Meeting, 25 November 2013: Talk by Bernie 
Masters: ‘Management of the Vasse-Wonnerup 
estuaries for waterbirds’

At the eastern end of a chain of coastal wetlands 
that stretch 25 km east and west of Busselton along 
Geographe Bay, the Vasse and Wonnerup estuaries 
have been singled out for Ramsar listing.

The	estuaries	are	controlled	by	floodgates,	with	
freshwater outfall and seawater ingress.

Bernie Masters, long-term resident, natural historian 
and conservationist, spoke passionately to our group 
about the values of these lagoons to waterbirds and 
the requirement for more and better management.

Four surveys of the Busselton wetlands from March 
2007 to January 2008 (Western Australian Bird Notes 
125, March 2008) found that numbers of birds are 
still massive, with 22 000 counted at only two sites 
on the estuaries in late January. Species diversity is 
relatively low but the estuaries provide critical spring-
summer habitat for Australian waders — Black-winged 
Stilt, Banded Stilt and Red-necked Avocet —and are 
one of WA’s principal breeding grounds for Black 
Swans (although this is not one of the values that 
contributed to their listing as wetlands of international 
significance).

The	floodgates,	which	control	the	water	regime,	
help	protect	Busselton	from	major	flood	events	
and are also used to exclude almost all saltwater in 
order to protect pasture on adjacent grazing land. 
Bernie makes a strong case for placing waterbird 
conservation as a higher management priority than 
grazing, which he suggests would be greatly enhanced 
by extending the period over summer in which water 
is held in the estuaries by permitting controlled 
volumes of seawater ingress. There would be some 
loss of saltwater sensitive fringing vegetation that has 
developed as a result of the current regime, but this 
is	a	sacrifice	worth	making	for	the	gains	achieved	in	
supporting the thousands of waterbirds for a greater 
period at a time of year when alternative habitat in 
the region is minimal.

Bernie highlighted a lack of co-ordinated management 
of the estuary system despite its Ramsar status.

Boyd Wykes

Abba River walk to Vasse Estuary, Busselton, 
11 January 2014

Our anticipation was high as we set off on our walk 
along the Abba River, with the lure of the estuary in 
the distance. A variety of bushbirds, including Western 
Gerygone, Striated Pardalote and Scarlet Robin, were 
seen in the Tuart National Park, before we arrived 
at the edge of the forest and set up telescopes for a 
fantastic panorama of the Vasse estuary.

Jill’s keen eyes found two White-bellied Sea-Eagles, 
adding to our bird of prey list of Whistling Kite, 
Collared Sparrowhawk, Swamp Harrier and Wedge-

tailed Eagle. We had close views of Red-kneed 
Dotterel, Black-winged and Banded Stilt, and avocets, 
swans with cygnets, plus pelicans and ducks in the 
distance, along with other wetland species.

It is a number of years since I visited this section of 
the wetlands, but it remains a wonderfully wild part of 
the estuary system, despite its proximity to Busselton. 
Special thanks to Bernie for giving his time to lead our 
group on this lovely walk.

We carried on to a private wetland in Capel to 
investigate reports of a large number of Freckled 
Ducks. Fifty-three species were recorded on the day, 
when combining birds seen at both sites.

Christine Wilder

Capel Wetland bonanza, 11 January 2014

Having completed our Abba River walk, Bernie Masters 
offered our bird group an irresistible, unplanned bonus 
— an invitation to visit a nearby private wetland in 
Capel with reports of Freckled Duck. For some of us 
this	would	be	a	first	time	sighting.

Tucked away in coastal plain woodland on the outskirts 
of Capel, our hosts Jeff and Marjan have built a 
viewing platform literally in their backyard, with views 
over the open water from a small excavated section 
of a larger wetland otherwise fringed with dense 
vegetation. From here we were treated to a passing 
parade of waterbirds moving in and out of view.

Jeff and Marjan don’t keep formal records but take 
great interest in the species that visit. About an hour 
before our visit, they counted 20 Freckled Ducks and 
a	pair	of	Australasian	Shovelers	with	five	tiny	chicks.	
Twenty Pink-eared Ducks were counted a few days 
earlier. The maximum Freckled Duck count was 100 on 
Christmas Day! There had also been at least a dozen 
Blue-billed Ducks this summer, including one pair 
recently with three small ducklings and another pair 
with four young.

Jeff and Marjan have lived at this property for 21 
years and feel that the wetland has improved over 
the years, but that this season has been special, 
attributed to a good wet season of 916 mm rainfall, 
producing a high groundwater table with ideal water 
levels	of	around	two	metres.	This	was	the	first	
appearance of Freckled Ducks and they have only seen 
blue-bills and pink-ears in three other years.

We congratulate our hosts on their obvious dedication 
to conserving this special place, which is protected 
through a Nature Conservation Covenant. Although 
naturally wanting to protect their privacy, Jeff 
and Marjan have invited us back for small group 
excursions and for monitoring purposes. They expect 
another good season in 2014-15 with the water table 
still high.

Boyd Wykes
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Excursion reports

Coming events

Mar 28: Creery Nature Reserve
Apr 11: Riverside Gdns
May 23: Wannerup
Jun 27: Erskine Lakes
Jul 25: Wellard Wetlands
Aug 22: Nell’s Block / Trotter Reserve
Sep 26: Marlee Reserve
Oct 24: Nambeelup
Nov 28: Nairns
Dec: Sundowner

Please note that we have had to move away from our 
normal 4th Friday of the month in January and April 
due to public holidays.

This is the current programme for the year. It is not 
set in concrete and can be changed depending on 
conditions and unexpected sightings we may want to 
follow up. It will, however, give you an indication on 
where we are likely to go each month on our walk.

Bob Paterson

MYALuP BRANCH

Country branches, ctd

FORRESTDALE LAKE AND STIRLING 
ROAD SWAMP, 2 NOVEMBER 2013

Twenty members met at the Moore Street car park to 
scan the lake from the viewing platform. From here 
we counted 11 waterbird species, with at least 45 
White-necked Herons and 24+ Eastern Great Egrets, 
mostly	seen	when	they	flew	up	briefly	from	the	low	
rushes. With the lake being 380 mm deep, waders 
were limited to a few Black-winged Stilts.

We then 
parked at the 
Forrestdale 
Primary 
School in 
Broome 
Street and 
walked 
through 
banksia 
woodland to 
see the lake 
from the east 
side.

With recent 
knowledge 
that the 

nearby Stirling Road Swamp was very productive, 
most	members	finished	the	morning	viewing	this	
private property wetland from the roadside. A good 
decision, as we counted 18 waterbird species here 
— highlights were three Glossy Ibis, 26 Australian 
Pelicans, 150+ White-necked Herons in tall wetland 
grass	and	five	Red-kneed	Dotterels.	Our	morning	total	
for Forrestdale Lake was 43 species and 30+ species 
for Stirling Road Swamp area.

David James

CLARKSON RESERVE, 
14 NOVEMBER 2013

Sixteen people enjoyed the excursion to Clarkson 
Reserve	on	a	fine,	sunny	morning.	Walking	upstream	
along the Swan River we saw a pair of Eastern 
Ospreys and	a	pair	of	Sacred	Kingfishers. A clutch 
of	Pacific	Black	Ducklings	were	viewed	through	
the ‘scope resting on the opposite bank of the 
river. Downstream in the samphire and sedge we 
saw	Little	Grassbirds	flying	and	a	pair	of	agitated	
Black-winged Stilt was not impressed by birdwatchers 
walking past their small chick. There was some 
exposed mud due to a very low tide and some 
Red-kneed Dotterels were seen with some other 
stilts, Silver Gulls, Caspian Terns, cormorants and 
ducks.  The bird count total was 43 species. Thanks to 
John Luyer for leading the excursion.

Barry Heinrich

BEERMuLLAH LAKE, GINGIN, 
17 NOVEMBER 2013

Twelve members attended this excursion at 
Beermullah Lake  on a private property just north 
of Gingin, and which is also a venue for a water-ski 
club. The waterfowl don’t seem to be worried by this 
however, as we found plenty, including large numbers 
of Black Swan (98), Australian Shelduck (385), Pink-
eared	Duck	(130)	and	Grey	Teal	(298).	One	of	the	first	
birds we saw on arriving at the lake was a Red-kneed 
Dotterel, probably a sign of things to come. Rufous 
Songlarks were around in good numbers and Sacred 

Red-tailed Black-Cockatoo, 
Stirling Road swamp, Forrestdale. 
Photo by Barry Heinrich
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Kingfishers	and	Black-
tailed Native-hens were 
quite	easy	to	find.

We visited two other 
smaller lakes on this 
property and another 
on a neighbouring farm. 
A total of 69 species 
was seen. On one 
occasion when a car 
became bogged and a 
few of us were pushing 
it out, a Peregrine 
Falcon came and circled 
overhead watching the 
shenanigans.

One of the smaller lakes 
yielded some good 
waders including Black-winged Stilt (320), Banded 
Stilt (20), Red-necked Avocet (125) and Bar-tailed 
Godwit (1). These counts are all courtesy of Barry 
Heinrich.

Access to this smaller lake involved negotiating an 
electric fence! After a thorough birder count at the end 
of the day it was established that not one person had 
been electrocuted, a very pleasing result!

Many thanks must go to Sally and Phil for allowing us 
access to this excellent birding venue.

Peter White

PENGuIN ISLAND, 30 NOVEMBER 
2013

Due to essential restoration works on the appointed 
excursion leader, I was conscripted as emergency 
leader on a rather windy morning. Seven members of 
the BirdLife Western Australia photo group boarded 
the ferry bobbing about at 
the end of the pier for the 
short journey across to the 
sheltered side of Penguin 
Island. As we crossed the 
passage we watched as 
Silver Gulls were harassed 
by the four Arctic Jaegers 
waiting to pirate meals.

The gulls were returning to 
feed their chicks of various 
sizes seen over most of the 
Island.

Australian Pelicans were 
nesting on the northern end 
of the island and Crested 
Terns had chicks amongst 
the vegetation above the 
wave wash on the western 

beach. I picked up a beach washed shearwater (most 
likely	Wedge-tailed	identified	by	Ron	Johnstone	from	
WA Museum) amongst the seaweed on the western 
beach. Having morning tea on the lawn near the 
information building there were a couple of Buff-
banded Rails that were not as secretive as their 
mainland relatives (see photo, p50??). Bridled Terns 
were yet to begin breeding but were seen all over the 
island. 

Barry Heinrich, relief leader

ALFRED COVE, 1 DECEMBER 2013

Seventeen members attended the excursion to 
Alfred Cove in pleasant conditions on a partly cloudy, 
windless morning.

Six shorebird species were seen along with a Black-
Tailed Native-hen. The shorebird species in the cove 
were Bar-tailed Godwit, Common Greenshank, Great 
Knot, Grey Plover, Australian Pied Oystercatcher and 
Black-winged Stilt.

Many	breeding	Pacific	Black	Ducks	were	observed	with	
broods of tiny ducklings, and a Great Crested Grebe. 
These	made	for	an	enjoyable	morning	at	“the	cove”	
where the bird tally listed 45 species as witnessed by 
a family of Australian Magpies who harassed us for tit-
bits. 

Toni Webster

PELICAN POINT, 12 DECEMBER 2013

Fourteen members turned up at Pelican Point and 
immediately had good views of Red-kneed Dotterels 
along the near-by ‘lagoon’ edge. The photographers 
in the group were thrilled to get some great close-up 

pictures.

We carried on to a sandy 
area skirting the city end 
of the lagoon which has 
been planted with endemic 
trees and native reeds to 
stabilise and reduce water 
erosion. Pelican Point is 
part of the Swan Estuary 
Marine Park (along with 
Milyu and Alfred Cove). It 
is an on-going project to 
reclaim and preserve the 
Pelican Point Reserve , 
but fortunately the Swan 
Estuary Reserves Action 
Group has an active role in 
management of the area.

Excursion reports, ctd

Brown Songlark, 
Beermullah Lake. Photo 
by Barry Heinrich

Arctic Jaegers and Silver Gull, Penguin Island 
(see also p2). Photo by Barry Heinrich
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A good view along the length of the lagoon revealed 
a number of adult and juvenile Buff-banded Rails 
feeding at the far end, as well as an interesting 
assortment of waterbirds and small waders including 
a Yellow-billed Spoonbill, an infrequent visitor to 
this area. We then walked across the grassed area 
between the lagoon and the river, to avoid disturbing 
Fairy and Crested Terns, three species of cormorant 
and a large population of Red-capped Plovers that 
were feeding and resting around the Point. This area 
attracts Fairy Terns each breeding season but although 
cordoned	off	by	DPaW	marine	officers	each	year,	sadly,	
human interference has a negative effect on their 
efforts.

In the grove, a number of 
bushbirds were seen, with excellent 
views of both male and female 
Mistletoebirds, and a roosting 
Nankeen Night–Heron and the 
long-standing resident group of 
Variegated Fairy-wrens. One of the 
males was seen to be banded. They 
have bred successfully this season, 
rearing a number of off-spring.

Altogether, it was a very rewarding 
morning with 42 species listed — a 
record number for a morning walk 
at Pelican Point.

Kath Lindann

LAKE MCLARTY, 
19 JANuARY 2014

The water level looked good if 
a little high but the waders had not arrived in any 
numbers.	There	were	hundreds	of	Black	Swan	and	five	
duck species on the lake, and good numbers of Black-
winged Stilt, Banded Stilt and Red-necked Avocet. A 
single	Godwit	revealed	itself	as	a	Black-tailed	after	five	
minutes of intense scrutiny. All three ibis were present 
and four raptors including a White-bellied Sea-Eagle 
but	for	the	first	time,	the	Eastern	Osprey	failed	to	
show.

The most common wader was the Common 
Greenshank with a smattering of Marsh Sandpipers 
allowing good comparisons, and Sharp-tailed 
Sandpiper. Good views were had of a Pectoral 
Sandpiper through the telescopes. White-fronted 
Chats provided entertainment and a Whiskered Tern in 
non breeding plumage a subject for discussion.

The 15 participants saw 62 species of bird and packed 
up at 11:30 am as it had reached the forecast of 41c 
and we began to wilt.

Sue Abbotts

AuSTRALIA DAY CAMPOuT, 
DENMARK, 25 - 27 JANuARY 2014

Bird call on Australia Day evening was a rollicking 
event broken only by the news of the sighting of the 
Red-throated Pipit at Lake McLarty. This stirred some 
people’s compulsion. Sue Abbotts had selected several 
local bush walks for the weekend, providing Splendid 
and Red-winged Fairy-wrens, Golden Whistler, Western 
Spinebill and New Holland Honeyeater.

Possibly it was a once-in-a-lifetime experience 
for Jenny Sumpton and Wayne Merritt who were 

astounded when a Honey Possum 
eye-balled them from within a 
Beaufortia blossom as they were 
looking for the Southern Emu-
wren. The Southern Emu-wren, 
though frequently heard, was only 
sighted by a few people.

Around the caravan park numerous 
Western White-naped Honeyeaters 
congregating at the taps were good 
photographic subjects and proved 
entertaining, especially when 
they challenged a magpie family. 
Carnaby’s and Baudin’s Black-
Cockatoos	had	a	regular	flight	
path across the park as did the 
Australian Pelicans.

Brad Kneebone met us at Morley 
Beach, on Sunday. He has been 
monitoring the shorebirds of the 
Wilson Inlet for the last decade. His 
information regarding the water 
levels of the inlet and surrounding 
lakes and swamps gave us a new 
awareness. At the moment, the 
water level is particularly high 

and not ideal for the shorebirds. However, we saw 
hundreds of Sharp-tailed Sandpipers along with Red 
Knot, Curlew Sandpiper, Common Greenshank, Red-
necked Avocet, countless Black Swans, Banded and 
Black-winged Stilts. Brad then led us across to Youngs 
Lake and Nenamup Inlet.

Owingup Swamp was visited in the afternoon and the 
special	find	there	was	a	Baillon’s	Crake,	tiger	snakes	
and an Elegant Parrot, on the ground. Other sites 
visited were Ocean Beach and Light’s Beach. At Light’s 
Beach Rock Parrots were found as well as another 
Spotless Crake.

The	final	count,	when	the	camp	closed,	was	112	
species.

Thanks, Sue, for all your leg work that made an 
extremely enjoyable campout.

Lynley Davey
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Cormorants, Denmark (see also 
p47). Photo by Jennifer Sumpton
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EYRE BIRD OBSERVATORY

Observatory reports

Sanderling sightings at Eyre add 
to wader migration knowledge
We have known for some time that 
Ruddy Turnstones banded here and at 
King Island are seen on the west coast 
of the Eyre Peninsula. We have also 
had an occasional turnstone reported from the Great 
Australian Bight — last year Christine recorded AAZ 
near Yalata lands on 15.12.2011 (originally banded 
at Beachport on 28.2.2008). One of the problems is 
that there are few observers in these isolated areas. 
So it is very exciting for us to have 
the current wardens at Eyre Bird 
Observatory sending in sightings. 
Four are particularly noteworthy. 
Sanderling 45, seen at Eyre on 5 
October 2013 was originally banded 
at Yanerbie. Sanderling E2, seen at 
Eyre on 26.11.2013, was originally 
banded in Canunda on 10.11.2011 
and recaptured there on 2.12.2012.

Maureen Christie

Course reports
Techniques in Bird Studies, 
24 November – 30 November 2013

Report and summary of results
Each year a group of enthusiastic ornithologists, some 
students generously funded by BirdLife WA, come 
down to Eyre with us for a course on birds. In 2013 
there were eight people taking part: Alan, Gerry, 
Jessica, Kathryn, Toby, Steve, Wendy and William. 
Stephen Davies and Tegan Douglas ran the course 
and it went smoothly, despite some wet, stormy and 
windy	weather.	Many	mallees	were	flowering	to	the	
north-west of the observatory, so the New Holland 
Honeyeaters were in good numbers. Many species 
were observed nesting or feeding dependent young, 
including several groups of White-browed Scrubwrens 
tricked into feeding insatiable Fan-tailed Cuckoo chicks 
(see photos, pp2 and 3).

Our	mist	netting	on	the	first	day	was	fruitful,	although	
we	confined	ourselves	to	sites	near	the	observatory.	
Mist-netting is intended to give people close contact 
with the birds they will be watching over the rest of 
the course. During mist netting we caught one Spotted 
Pardalote, one Spiny-cheeked Honeyeater, 26 Singing 
Honeyeaters, one White-eared Honeyeater, three 
Brown	Honeyeaters,	five	Brown-headed	Honeyeaters,	
61 New Holland Honeyeaters, one White-winged 
Triller, one Grey Shrike-thrush, 27 Silvereyes, 16 
Welcome Swallows (two as pulli) and 16 Tree Martins. 
This totalled 159 birds of 12 species, exceeding any 

previous total on this course. Mist-netting was made 
more exciting by several retraps, including the capture 
of a 13-year old New Holland Honeyeater and six year 
old Brown-headed Honeyeater.

The wader count along Kanidal Beach was interesting 
with six transcontinental migrants: Red-necked 
Stint	(1),	Pacific	Golden	Plover	(1),	Grey	Plover	(6),	
Sanderling (3), Sharp-tailed Sandpiper (50) and 
Ruddy Turnstone (4). One of the Sanderlings was 
flagged,	and	the	Australian	Wader	Studies	Group	
reported it as a repeat visitor to Canunda National 

Park in South Australia, marked 
first	in	November	2011	and	
resighted at the same location in 
2012. We also saw Red-capped 
Plovers (57), Australian Pied (21) 
and Sooty Oystercatchers (1), 
Crested (22) and Whiskered Terns 
(1),	Pacific	(15)	and	Silver	(3)	
Gulls, Little Black Cormorants (3), 
Pied Cormorant (1), Hoary-headed 
Grebe (1), Singing Honeyeater 
(1), White-fronted Chats (9), Willie 
Wagtail (1), Australian Raven (7) 
Welcome Swallows (29), Tree 
Martins (16) and Silvereyes (3). 
There were 43 beach-washed 
Short-tailed Shearwaters, one 

beach-washed Australasian Gannet and a dead seal 
(its skull is now interred near the observatory). We 
looked at the behaviour of the waders and later 
constructed a behavioural key to them, an exercise 
suggested long ago by Peter Curry.

Over the years the results of counts of birds on these 
courses have given us a long-term picture of the 
changes in bird numbers around the observatory. 
In some years there are many honeyeaters and 
silvereyes, in others very few. Point counts are good 
indicators of these mobile birds. On the other hand 
mapping	techniques	give	good	figures	for	resident,	
territorial species, and provides indicators of changes 

in the abundance of these 
species (Davies 2010; Davies 
and Douglas 2013).

Here is a summary of the 
results of the various counts 
that we made at Eyre in 2013.

For the Point Counts along 
the West Track we calculated 
(by graphing and calculation) 
the densities of 15 species. 
Comparing	the	figures	with	the	
previous year, shown in Table 
1 (Davies and Douglas 2013), 
you can see some changes in 
them.

Sanderling, Kanidal Beach, Eyre. 
Photo by Alan Pilkington

White-browed 
Babbler, Eyre. 
Photo by Barry 
Heinrich
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Table 1: Density of birds (birds/ha) determined by 
Point Count along the West Track in November 2013.  
‘—‘ denotes where birds were not present in great 
enough numbers to analyse.

Density 
(birds per 

ha)
Year 2012 2013
Species
Brush Bronzewing — 0.64
Spotted Pardalote 1.09 2.55
White-browed Scrubwren 0.4 1.91
Weebill — 0.74
Singing Honeyeater 0.82 5.00
White-eared Honeyeater — 3.50
Brown Honeyeater 1.59 0.38
New Holland Honeyeater 1.59 8.64
Red Wattlebird 1.9 1.27
Brown-headed Honeyeater — 1.60
Golden Whistler — 0.32
Grey Shrike-thrush — 0.85
Grey Currawong 0.29 2.23
Australian Raven 0.13 0.13
Silvereye 2.75 7.0

The Australian Bird Count (ABC count) was made in 
five	areas	— the standard three observatory areas 
1, 2 and 3, as well as areas east and west of the 
track that runs down to the beach over the top of the 
dunes. These last two counts were in rehabilitated 
areas. Results are summarised in Table 2.

Some interesting comparisons showed up. Some 
species were seen only in the undisturbed areas. 
unlike the previous year the Blue-breasted Fairy-
wren was not seen in the rehabilitation areas but was 
quite abundant in the undisturbed, standard areas. 
Both pardalotes were more abundant in the standard 
areas than the rehabilitated sites, as were the 
Brown-headed Honeyeaters, Brown Honeyeaters and 
Silvereyes. An interesting contrast was between the 
Welcome Swallows, abundant over the standard areas 
and the Tree Martins, abundant over the rehabilitated 
areas.

For mapping around the observatory we had results 
for 12 species, outlined in Table 3. The densities from 
Point Counts are more realistic for non-territorial 
birds	than	the	mapping	figures.	They	suggest	that	
there are many more New Holland Honeyeaters 
than in 2012, a trend supported by the ABC counts, 
and fewer Red Wattlebirds and Silvereyes than last 
year. About as many Spotted Pardalotes as last 
year were encountered on the point counts; they 
had	probably	already	bred	successfully	and	fledged	
young, but were less apparent during mapping. In 
the rehabilitated areas both the Singing Honeyeater 
and the New Holland were common, with the Singing 

Table 2: Results of Australian Bird Counts at Eyre 
Bird Observatory in November 2013, expressed as 
total numbers seen, with approximate densities 
(birds/ha) in brackets.

ABC Survey Area Standard Rehab
Total size of area 
searched

6 ha 4 ha

Brush Bronzewing 1(0.16) 0
Horsfield’s	Bronze-Cuckoo 1(0.16) 0
Rainbow Bee-eater 0 1(0.25)
Blue-breasted Fairy-wren 9(1.5) 0
White-browed Scrubwren 3(0.5) 0
Weebill 2(0.33) 0
Inland Thornbill 1(0.16) 0
Spotted Pardalote 14(2.3) 2(0.5)
Striated Pardalote 3(0.5) 0
Red Wattlebird 2(0.16) 3(0.75)
Singing Honeyeater 15(2.5) 15(3.75)
New Holland Honeyeater 15(2.5) 41(10.25)
Brown Honeyeater 8(1.33) 2(0.5)
Brown-headed Honeyeater 5(0.84) 0
White-winged Triller 3(0.5) 0
Grey Shrike-thrush 3(0.5) 2(0.5)
Dusky Woodswallow 5(0.84) 0
White-browed Babbler 3(0.5) 0
Grey Fantail 0 1(0.25)
Willie Wagtail 1(0.16) 1(0.25)
Silvereye 21(3.5) 2(0.5)
Welcome Swallow 19(3.16) 4(1)
Tree Martin 5(0.84) 21(5.25)

Table 3: Bird densities determined by territory 
mapping on a 17.5ha grid surrounding the 
observatory. Densities are shown as birds per hectare, 
and — denotes where birds were not present, or 
density was unable to be determined.

Density (birds 
per ha)

Year 2012 2013
Species
Red Wattlebird — 0.34
Weebill — 0.47
Inland Thornbill 0.62 0.57
Spotted Pardalote 0.53 0.74
Blue-breasted Fairy-wren 0.53 1.26
White-browed Scrubwren 0.89 0.91
Brown-headed Honeyeater 0.35 0.46
Dusky Woodswallow — 0.51
White-browed Babbler 0.89 0.91
White-winged Triller — 0.34
Grey Shrike-thrush 0.27 0.57
Grey Currawong 0.19 0.11
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more common in the standard, undisturbed ABC 
areas than the New Holland Honeyeaters. The Red 
Wattlebird was uncommon in both areas and the 
White-browed Babbler had few records from the 
standard areas and none at all from the rehabilitated 
areas this year, although mapping showed it to be as 
abundant as in 2012. The Silvereye was abundant 
around the observatory but, as last year, few were 
seen in the rehabilitated areas. The density of the 
Blue-breasted	Fairy-wren	increased	significantly	
around the observatory this year, but it was absent 
from the rehabilitated areas. Its changes in density 
are puzzling, but at least it is surviving. As in 2012 the 
Spotted	Pardalote	was	so	abundant	that	it	was	difficult	
to delimit their territories in the mapping exercise, so 
the estimate of density is approximate at best. On the 
whole, apart from the fairy-wren, the densities of the 
territorial birds remain stable.

Comparing all the counting methods shows some 
agreement in trends, but usually it is best to compare 
the results from a count method with the results for 
the same method from a previous year to get an idea 
of trends for individual species.
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Down in the Southern Dunes
The	fight	to	save	the	Eyre	Bird	Observatory	(Eyre	
Telegraph Station, built in 1897 to replace the original 
of 1877) from the encroachment by sand, began in 
1977 and has been ongoing ever since. Four BirdLife 
members and two new BirdLife Supporters expertly 
led by George and Pam Agar joined forces to tackle 
the dunes again in January 2014.

Collecting mature coastal spinifex seed-heads and 
then planting them on the steep west dune was the 
main	occupation	for	the	five	days.	A	mere	four	hours	
of work per day was rewarded with excellent food and 
birding mostly from the comfort of a chair on the cool 
verandah on the side of this historic building. What a 
delight!

For me the Brown-headed and the White-eared 
Honeyeaters	were	firsts	as	was	the	Chestnut	Quail-
thrush sighted on the outbound 4WD track. The 
regular attendance at the water-baths of the usually 

shy Brush Bronzewings (see photo, p3) and the 
garrulous Major Mitchell’s Cockatoos were especially 
welcomed.

Despite repeated attempts on our parts to offer to 
“help”	Delene,	she	single-handedly	held	the	fort	in	the	
kitchen producing gourmet meals and we were even 
denied the offer to help wash up! What a holiday for 
us!

I travelled down with George and Pam and was 
amazed at their skill and resilience, travelling this 
great distance up to three times a year. The exciting 
1 hr, 12 km 4WD track leading to the observatory 
was	a	real	thrill	for	me	as	I	am	“strictly	a	2WD	girl”.	
Drawing	on	their	experience	of	the	“Best	Stops”	to	
rest en route were an added bonus .… Fraser Range 
station with the great station meal thrown in and 
comfortable cottage for the night, the best of the 
bunch	of	roadhouses	and	finally	the	delights	of	the	
Southern Cross Water Treatment Ponds on the way 
back where the presence of Black-fronted Dotterels, 
Black Swans, Grey Teals, Eurasian Coots and a lone 
Common Sandpiper sealed a great trip.

Eyre is a wonderful and very special place, the 
bush walks especially so. Nothing could beat the 
combination of easy birding, interesting and lively 
company, great food and an isolated location. If 
you have not yet been there I urge you to visit and 
by combining with a course or helping out with the 
dune work makes the trip even more satisfying and 
rewarding so ‘Come On Down’!

Special thanks to my other fellow January Dune team 
members Penny, Graham, Richard, Rob and Rita 
and to the expert caretakers Delene and Danie for a 
wonderful week (see photo, p47).

Lorraine Marshall 
Vice Chair, BirdLife WA

White-eared Honeyeater, Eyre, 
November 2013. Photo by 
Dusty Millar

Observatory reports, ctd
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Saturday 8 March: Kogolup Lake, 
Cockburn 
Half-day excursion
Meet at 7:30 am in the car park on 
Branch Circus. Take the Beeliar Drive 
exit off the Freeway and head west, 
turning left into Hammond Road and 
then right into Branch Circus. Travel 
along Branch Circus for about 1 km 
until you see a limestone parking area 
on the right. There should be a good 
variety of bushbirds and waterbirds.
Please bring your scopes and rubber 
boots as it will be muddy.
For members and guests only.

Leader: Robyn Pickering

Saturday 15 March: Yangebup 
Lake, Cockburn 
Half-day excursion
Meet at 7:30 am in Parkes Street west. 
Turn into Osprey Drive from North 
Lake Road and immediately turn into 
Parkes Street. Parkes Street now only 
runs for about 200 m before being shut 
off. Park in this area and walk to the 
barrier across the road. There should 
be a good variety of waterbirds and 
bushbirds. Bring your telescope if you 
have one.
For members and the general public.

Leader: Robyn Pickering

Sunday 16 March: Yanchep 
National Park, Yanchep 
Photography group activity

Meet at 7:30 am in the Lakeview picnic 
area car park. Enter the park via the 
main entrance (There is an admission 
fee unless you have an annual pass 
of $12 per car or $6 per car with 
concession)	and	turn	left	at	the	first	
roundabout. The water level is higher 
than it has been for a few years so 
we should see some waterbirds and 
waders as well as a good selection of 
bushbirds.

We will spend the morning 
photographing birds before looking at 
them on a laptop and having morning 
tea.

For members and guests only.

Leader: Andrew Hobbs

Thursday 20 March: Lake Monger, 
Cambridge 
Half-day excursion
Meet at 7:30 am at the most westerly 
car park off Lake Monger Drive. The 
walk around the lake will take 2 to 3 
hours. This is a good opportunity to 
see many species of ducks, waterbirds 
and some bushbirds. Spotless Crakes 
are often seen, depending on the water 
level.
For members and the general public.

Leader: Claire Gerrish

Sunday 23 March: Alfred Cove, 
Melville 
Half-day excursion
Meet at 7:30 am in the car park in 
Troy Park next to the Oval, off Burke 
Drive, Attadale. There should be some 
migratory waders and waterbirds 
round the river, and there are always 
bushbirds in the park. Buff-banded 
Rails have been seen here. Over 130 
bird species have been recorded in this 
reserve. Bring your telescope if you 
have one.
For members and guests only.

Leader: Toni Webster

Monday 24 March: Bold Park Eco 
Centre, Perry Lakes Drive, Floreat 
Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
Tegan Douglas will give a talk on 
‘Energy saving strategies of Australian 
bushbirds’.

Sunday 30 March: Lake Mealup, 
Murray 
Full-day excursion
Meet at 9:00 am on Lake Mealup Road 
near the corner of Greenlands Road. 
Travel on the Perth-Bunbury Highway 
past Pinjarra Road, turning right into 
Greenlands Road and continue for 
approximately 6.4 km to Lake Mealup 
Road (Greenlands Road takes a sharp 
right hand turn about 800 m after Lake 
Mealup Road). Turn onto Lake Mealup 
Road and park along the road here. We 
will continue from there as a group. 
Note from here the property is still 
over 6 kilometres away and the group 

will pass through a locked gate in their 
vehicles; unfortunately you will be 
unable to join the group late if you do 
not get to the meeting point on time.
We will be guests of the Lake Mealup 
Preservation Society who own a large 
part of Lake Mealup. There should 
be a variety of waterbirds and bush 
birds. Take your lunch, sun hat, insect 
repellant, water and telescopes. Wear 
rubber boots or old shoes as it will be 
muddy.
For members and guests only.

Leader: David James

Saturday 5 April: Woodman Point – 
jaeger watch, Cockburn
Meet at 7:30 am in the car park at 
Woodman Point on Jervoise Bay. Turn 
right off Cockburn Road, into O’Kane 
Court, then left into Jervoise Bay Cove, 
and almost immediately right into 
Woodman Point Road. Drive to the end 
of the road and take the last left to the 
car park.
This excursion has been timed to 
coincide with the northward jaeger 
migration. We will look for the three 
jaeger species and other birds at the 
spit. We will spend 2-3 hours sea 
watching on Woodman Point. Bring 
your telescope if you have one.
For members and guests only.

Leader: Sue Abbotts

Sunday 6 April – 2014 Great Cocky 
Count – at sunset
Every April, in the Great Cocky Count 
(GCC) we count as many Carnaby’s 
Black-Cockatoos as possible across 
WA on a single night. This year, the 
GCC is on Sunday 6 April 2014. Being 
involved is very easy — volunteers go 
to	a	specified	location	and	count	all	the	
cockatoos	flying	into	their	night-time	
roosting trees. The survey only takes 
an hour, starting 30 minutes before 
sunset. Get more information and 
register as a volunteer at www.birdlife.
org.au/carnabys/great-cocky-count.
We	need	to	find	more	night	roosts	
for all black-cockatoos. For more 
information about the GCC or to tell us 
about a roost site, contact Hugh Finn 

Important note re campouts
Members anticipating attending campouts must notify the BirdLife WA Office (9383 7749) of the number in their party 

and when they will arrive. 
If you are unsure, put your name down as you can always cancel.

An emergency contact number should also be provided in case of accident.

New members
Please let the leaders know that you are a new member and don’t hesitate to ask for assistance with bird sightings.

Coming events
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on 9287 2251 or 0400 177 615 or at 
greatcockycount@birdlife.org.au

Thursday 10 April: Ascot Waters, 
Ascot 
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:00 am in the car park at 
the end of Tidewater Way. To reach 
the area from Great Eastern Highway, 
turn into Stoneham Street, then 
into Resolution Drive, and left into 
Tidewater Way. Continue through two 
roundabouts, over the bridge, and up 
to the car park at the top of the rise. 
This is getting better as the thousands 
of shrubs and trees that have been 
planted start to mature and blossom. 
A wide variety of habitats can provide 
shelter for many birds and it is well 
worth a visit to this promising site.
For members and the general public.

Leader: Sue Abbotts

Sunday 13 April: Ray Marshall Park, 
Viveash 
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:00 am in the car park of Ray 
Marshall Park. Go to the end of First 
Avenue, off Great Eastern Highway, 
just east of Governor Stirling Senior 
High School. We will take a morning 
walk along the John George Trail that 
runs beside the Swan River. On the 
return walk, we will divert to a swampy 
area 250 m off the track, and this will 
usually add up to six extra species to 
the list.
The walk includes big river red gums, 
waterbirds along the river, and the walk 
to the swamp mentioned above.
For members and guests only.

Leader: Peter White

Friday 18 April to Monday 21 April: 
Easter Campout at Credo Station
Credo Station is located 70 km north 
of Coolgardie and is an ex-pastoral 
station, now owned by the Department 
of Parks and Wildlife. 2WD vehicles can 
get into the station and then transfer to 
4x4 while on station tracks. Expect to 
see many of the dry land specialities. 
Credo Station also incorporates Rowles 
Lagoon Conservation Park and it gets 
rain over the summer, is renowned for 
its waterbirds.
There is space for camping and 
caravans, toilets, showers and a 
kitchenette. There are 6 dongas each 
accommodating 2 people (1 double 
bed) but they are very rough so you 
need to bring your own mattress and 
sleeping	bag.	Recently	the	flies	have	
been	pesky	so	bring	your	fly	net.

We have booked the station for 
our exclusive use at $125 per day 
and we anticipate the cost will be 
approximately $5.00 each per night.
We will be travelling over station tracks 
birdwatching and carrying out 20 
minute surveys for the Great Western 
Woodlands Project (GWWP). We may 
travel up to 50 km from the homestead 
so	be	prepared	by	filling	up	with	fuel	at	
Coolgardie.
A tag-a-long trip is planned after 
the campout by continuing south 
of Coolgardie, along Victoria Rock 
Road and carrying out further GWW 
surveys. The tag-a-long will end at 
Cheynes Beach for the Anzac Day Long 
Weekend.
Those wishing to attend must put their 
names/email	on	the	list	in	the	office	by	
calling 9383 7749.
For members and guests only.

Leader: Sue Abbotts

Autumn surveys in the Great 
Western Woodlands: Friday 18 
April to Thursday 24 April — dates 
flexible
Following the amazing fall of rains 
through much of the Great Western 
Woodlands during the last week of 
January in 2014, a visit in autumn is a 
must do. Will bird activity be different 
in autumn following the unusually 
heavy rainfalls in summer? While rains 
from cyclones during the summer 
months are not uncommon in the Great 
Western Woodlands, the amount of 
rain (103 mm) that fell in one day, on 
23 January in Kalgoorlie, was almost 
unprecedented (154 mm fell on 23 
January 47 years ago in 1967).
We won’t be alone as BirdLife WA is 
doing a campout to Credo Station (one 
of the GWW survey areas) over the 
Easter weekend. There are another 
eight areas to survey including Karroun 
Hill, Helena and Aurora Range, Cave 
Hill, Trans Railway Line, Fraser Range 
Station (accommodation and camping 
facilities available), Jilbadji Nature 
Reserve, Frank Hann-Peak Charles 
National Parks and Dundas Nature 
Reserve.
If Easter is not a good time for you 
then please suggest some dates when 
you register your interest and others 
will probably be able to join you at 
your preferred times. To register your 
interest, email Shapelle McNee gww@
birdlife.org.au or phone on 0439 668 
693 or 9287 2716.
For members and the general public.

Organiser: Shapelle McNee

Saturday 19 April: Lake Goollelal, 
Kingsley 
Half-day excursion
Meet at 7:30 am at the car park on 
Woodlake Retreat. From the junction of 
Wanneroo Road and Hepburn Avenue, 
travel north on Wanneroo Road to the 
first	set	of	traffic	lights	and	turn	left	
into Woodlake Retreat. The car park is 
50 m from the turn off.
This lake offers a good selection of 
bushbirds and waterbirds. It is part of 
the Northern Swan Coastal Plain IBA for 
Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo. Bring your 
scope if you have one.
For members and guests only.

Leader: Clive Nealon

Friday 25 to Sunday 27 April: Anzac 
Day campout, Cheynes Beach, 
Albany
Cheynes	Beach	is	a	small	fishing	‘town’	
on the edge of Waychinicup National 
Park, east of Albany. It has a caravan 
park with cabins as well as the usual 
caravan and camping facilities. When 
you book your camp site, please 
mention that you are with BirdLife WA, 
as an area has been reserved for us. 
Cabins will be popular for that weekend 
and there is a minimum 3 day booking, 
so book early. The Cheynes Beach 
Caravan Park phone number is 9846 
1247.
The area has a good selection of bird 
species,	including	the	hard	to	find	
endemics, such as Western Whipbird, 
Western Bristlebird and Noisy Scrub-
bird. We cannot guarantee seeing all 
the above, but it will be fun trying.
Cheynes Beach is within the Two 
Peoples Bay and Mount Manypeaks IBA 
which is an important area for Flesh-
footed Shearwater, Australasian Bittern, 
Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo, Western 
Whipbird, Western Bristlebird and Noisy 
Scrub-bird.
Those wishing to attend must put their 
names and email address on the list in 
the	office	by	calling	9383	7749.
For members and guests only.

Leader: Sue Abbotts

Sunday 27 April: Lake Coogee, 
Munster 
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:00 am in Fawcett Road, 100 
m from Mayor Road. Nearly 100 species 
of birds have been seen on and around 
the lake, including nine raptors. It is a 
large lake and has a path right around 
it so some people may wish to do the 
full circuit.
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For members and the general public.
Leaders: Jan and Dave Crossley

Monday 28 April: Bold Park Eco 
Centre, Perry Lakes Drive, Floreat 
Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
Dr Steven Hopper will give a talk 
entitled,	“Bird	pollination	of	kangaroo	
paws”.

Saturday 3 and Sunday 4 May: 
Albany Pelagic
Meet at Emu Point Boat Harbour, 
Albany, at 6:45 am for a prompt 
departure. We will travel offshore 
to the edge of the continental shelf 
looking for a variety of albatrosses, 
petrels, shearwaters and other 
seabirds, returning to port at around 
4:00 pm.
There is a limit of 18 people on the 
boat, and if we get enough people we 
will run trips on both days. The trips 
are run on a cost-share basis, so the 
cost is dependent on the number of 
participants — it is expected to be 
$150 per person with a full boat of 
18 people, increasing if the boat is 
not	filled	(eg,	estimated	cost	with	15	
people is $180 per person). These costs 
are for a single trip.
Book a place by contacting John 
Graff either by e-mail at jgraff2@
hotmail.com (preferred) or by phone 
on 0424 008 179. You are welcome to 
book for one day only or both days.

Leader: John Graff

Saturday 3 May: Lake Richmond, 
Rockingham 
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:00 am on Safety Bay Road, 
Rockingham, opposite the Naragubup 
Centre on the western side of Lake 
Richmond. The walk around the lake 
will take 2 to 3 hours. One hundred and 
twenty-five	species	have	been	recorded	
at the lake, including 14 species 
of raptor seen regularly. Another 
interesting feature of the lake is the 
thrombolites.
There are picnic facilities at the Centre, 
but you need to bring your own lunch.
For members and guests only.

Leader: Mary Vaughan

Sunday 4 May: Peel Zoo, Sanctuary 
Park Road, Pinjarra 
Photogroup activity
Meet in the Zoo’s car park at 8:45 am, 
for the Zoo opening at 9 am. From the 
Kwinana Freeway, take the Pinjarra 
Road exit and turn left towards Pinjarra 

and travel 7.2 km then turn left into 
Sutton St and travel for 1 km to the 
second roundabout where you turn 
right into Sanctuary Park Rd. The Zoo 
is 300 m along on the left.
This is an opportunity to photograph 
birds up close. See http://www.
peelzoo.com/ for their species lists 
and entry fees. We’ll have morning tea 
on the Zoo’s picnic area, a billabong 
habitat for Zoo and local wildlife.
For members and guests only.

Leader: Pauline Arnold

Saturday 10 May: Len Howard 
Conservation Park, Mandurah 
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:00 am at the car park at 
the end of Marina Quay Drive. From 
the Mandurah Bypass turn into Sticks 
Boulevard (left when travelling from 
Perth) and then turn right into Marina 
Quay Drive. After morning tea we 
will move to Erskine Lakes to look for 
additional species.
Bring your telescope if you have one.
For members and guests only.

Leader: Robyn Pickering

Thursday 15 May: Tomato Lake, 
Kewdale 
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:00 am near the small 
tearooms at Tomato Lake off Oats 
Street, Kewdale. Travelling south along 
Orrong Road turn left into Oats Street 
and about 800 m on the right there is a 
drive-way into the parking area. Bring 
morning tea.
For members and the general public.

Leader: Ian Wallace

Sunday 18 May: Ellis Brook, 
Gosnells 
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:30 am at the corner of 
Gosnells Road and Bygum Lane, Martin. 
We will walk up the steep path to the 
top of the falls, which provides great 
views of the Swan Coastal Plain. It 
is a popular area where a variety of 
bushbirds can be seen, some of them 
not often seen near Perth, such as Red-
eared Firetail, Red-winged Fairy-wren 
and Red-capped and Scarlet Robin.
For members and guests only.

Leader: Steve Burns

Sunday 25 May: Bull Creek 
Wetlands 
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:00 am at Spinaway Crescent. 
Travel along Leach Highway and turn 

north into Pulo Road then turn right 
into Spinaway Crescent.
This walk follows Bull Creek from the 
mouth where it runs into Canning 
River and we should get all the usual 
waterbirds there, including crakes, 
Buff-banded Rail, Purple Swamphen, 
Musk Duck and Nankeen Night-Heron. 
We will then cross over Leach Highway 
to walk around Richard Lewis Park 
and Reg Bourke Reserve. The creek 
has	flooded	gums,	Jarrah,	Marri,	
paperbark and casuarinas along its 
banks. Splendid Fairy-wren, Western 
Wattlebird, White-faced Heron, Red-
capped Parrot and Yellow-rumped 
Thornbill have been recorded here.
Bring water, sun screen and morning 
tea.
For members and the general public.

Leader: Sue Keogh

Monday 26 May: Bold Park Eco 
Centre, Perry Lakes Drive, Floreat 
Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
John Blyth will give a talk entitled, 
“Climate	change	and	Australian	birds”.

Saturday 31 May: Wearne Road, 
North Bannister 
Full-day excursion and Photogroup 
activity
Meet at 8:30 am on the corner of 
Wearne Road and Albany Highway. 
Wearne Road is on the left about 37 km 
south of the corner of Jarrahdale Road 
and Albany Highway and just after the 
sign ‘North Bannister 2 km’.
We will explore the Wandoo woodlands 
looking for robins, babblers and other 
bushbirds. After morning tea we may 
look in the Jarrah forest near the Metro 
Road waterhole.
The Photogroup will break off from the 
main group to explore photographic 
opportunities and meet up again at 
morning tea where they can share their 
finds	with	the	rest	of	the	group.
For members and guests only.

Leader: Robyn Pickering

Saturday 31 May to Monday 2 
June: Foundation Day campout, 
Beringbooding Rock, Mukinbudin
Beringbooding Rock Reserve is on the 
north-eastern border of the wheatbelt 
in the Shire of Mukinbudin. The rock 
has a number of interesting features 
including a balancing rock, large 
gnamma hole and amphitheatre, and 
stands in a bush reserve suitable for 
camping. Nearby are Elachbutting 
Rock Reserve (with rock formations 

Coming events, ctd
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Coming events, ctd
reminiscent of Wave Rock) and 
Chiddarcooping reserve (last visited 
by a BirdLife campout in 2002). The 
area is on the boundary of the Great 
Western Woodland so there should be 
opportunities to see many dry land 
species including some species not 
normally seen closer to Perth. If the 
season has been good then we should 
see	the	start	of	the	wildflower	season.	
At least one of the reserves is noted for 
its profusion of Donkey Orchids.
We will be camping in the campground 
on the northern side of Beringbooding 
Rock. There are no facilities except 
for simple bush toilets so participants 
will	need	to	be	fully	self-sufficient	with	
food, water and fuel. The nearest town 
is Mukinbudin (74 km). The general 
store and fuel station will be open on 
Saturday morning only, but there is 24 
hour fuel available.
During the weekend we will also be 
visiting Elachbutting Reserve and 
possibly Chiddarcooping Reserve. Travel 
will be mostly on gravel roads with a 
few good bush tracks, so the areas 
should be accessible by 2WD vehicles.
The reserve is 375 km from Perth. To 
get there travel to Mukinbudin. Take the 
Bonnie Rock– Mukinbudin Road from 
the north side of town to Bonnie Rock 
(56 km). Then continue following the 
bitumen road past the CBH wheat bin 
for 3 km. Turn left onto Beringbooding 
Road (gravel). Continue for 10 km to 
the Cunderin Road intersection. Turn 
left into Cunderin Road and the turnoff 
into the reserve is 150 metres south 
of the intersection. The roads will be 
signposted with BirdLife WA signs from 
the intersection. Note that the rock is 
not shown on some maps.
The campout starts on Friday evening 
with	a	briefing	starting	at	6.00	pm	in	
the campground.
Those wishing to attend must call the 
office	(9383774	9)	to	put	your	name	
and email address on the list. Further 
details will be emailed closer to the 
time.
For members and guests only.

Leaders: Andrew and Jill Hobbs

Sunday 8 June: Victoria Reservoir, 
Canning Mills 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 8:30 am in the car park beside 
the information board at the entrance 
to the dam. From Perth, travel east 
along Welshpool Road and Welshpool 
Road East to the T-junction at Canning 
Road, turn right and travel for about 
400 m to Masonmill Road. Continue 
along this road for about 600 m, 

following the signs to the dam past the 
rose nursery, to the entrance to the 
car park. We will follow several walking 
tracks down to the dam.

For members and the general public.

Leaders: John and Ruth Luyer

Thursday 12 June: Tom Bateman 
Reserve, Thornlie 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 8:00 am beside the 
playground/sporting complex at the 
corner of Nicholson and Wilfred Roads 
(car park entry is off Wilfred Road).

We will look at a series of wetlands 
constructed to remove nutrients from 
water draining into the Canning River. 
We will also look at small bushland 
areas if they are accessible. Rubber 
boots may be a good idea, and insect 
repellent.

Bring morning tea to have while we do 
a combined bird list.

For members and the general public.

Leaders: George and Pam Agar

Saturday 14 June: Flynn Road, 
Mundaring 
Half/Full-day excursion

Meet at 9:00 am at the corner of Flynn 
Road and Great Eastern Highway, about 
10 km past Sawyers Valley or 1 km on 
the Perth side of The Lakes (the York 
turnoff). We will look at several areas 
of Wandoo woodland, where three 
species of robin are often seen, and 
sometimes Crested Shrike-tit. Wear 
wellingtons or other boots as we shall 
cross water. Bring morning tea that you 
can carry. Bring lunch if you would like 
to continue with us at a further area 
nearby.

For members and guests only.

Leader: Charles Merriam

Sunday 22 June: The Spectacles, 
Kwinana 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 8:30 am in the car park in 
McLaughlan Road. Proceed along 
the Kwinana Freeway and turn right 
(west) into Anketell Road. Travel 
approximately 2 km then turn left into 
McLaughlan Road. A good variety of 
bushbirds including Grey Currawong 
can be found here.

For members and guests only.

Leader: Maris Lauva

Monday 23 June: Bold Park Eco 
Centre, Perry Lakes Drive, Floreat 
Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm

John DeJose, CEO of the Malleefowl 
Preservation Group. John is best known 
locally for his work at the Perth Zoo. 
He has returned to his ornithological 
roots to drive Malleefowl conservation 
for the MPG. Working on international 
agreements and national policies to 
improve the odds for the environment 
has sharpened his appreciation for the 
powerful role that ordinary people play 
in protecting nature.

Saturday 28 June: Serpentine 
National Park 
Half-day excursion

Meet at 8:00 am at the junction of the 
South West Highway and Falls Road 
(the turnoff to Serpentine Falls). We 
will walk along a ridge overlooking 
Serpentine Falls and have views across 
the plain to the ocean. The bush in this 
area has both Marri and Wandoo and 
usually yields a good number of bird 
species.

For those who wish to extend the day, 
bring your lunch and we can explore 
Webb’s Lease near Jarrahdale.

For members and guests only.

Leader: Sue Abbotts

Sunday 29 June: Ocean Reef, 
Joondalup 
Photogroup activity

Meet on the lawn area below the main 
Ocean Reef Boat Harbour car park at 
8:30	am.	This	is	the	first	car	park	off	
Boat Harbour Quay from Ocean Reef 
Road.

We hope to photograph Variegated 
Fairy-wrens and White-winged Fairy-
wrens in the coastal heath. Cormorants 
and	terns	are	common,	while	Pacific	
Gull, Eastern Reef Egret, White-backed 
Swallow and Eastern Great Egret are 
sometimes found here. If we don’t see 
the fairy-wrens, we can move up to 
the beach car park, just past Shenton 
Avenue, where they are more easily 
found.

For members and guests only.

Leaders: Sandra and Ian Wallace
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Calendar of events
Sat 8 Mar: Kogolup Lake, Cockburn, Half-day 

excursion
Sat 15 Mar: Yangebup Lake, Cockburn, Half-day 

excursion
Sun 16 Mar: Yanchep National Park, Yanchep, 

Photography group activity
Thu 20 Mar: Lake Monger, Cambridge, Half-day 

excursion
Sun 23 Mar: Alfred Cove, Melville, Half-day excursion
Mon 24 Mar: Bold Park Eco Centre, Perry Lakes 

Drive, Floreat, Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
Sun 30 Mar: Lake Mealup, Murray, Full-day excursion
Sat 5 Apr: Woodman Point – jaeger watch, Cockburn
Sun 6 Apr: 2014 Great Cocky Count – at sunset
Thu 10 Apr: Ascot Waters, Ascot, Half-day excursion
Sun 13 Apr: Ray Marshall Park, Viveash, Half-day 

excursion
Fri 18 Apr to Mon 21 Apr: Easter Campout at Credo 

Station
Sat 19 Apr: Lake Goollelal, Kingsley, Half-day 

excursion
Fri 25 to Sun 27 Apr: Anzac Day campout, Cheynes 

Beach, Albany
Sun 27 Apr: Lake Coogee, Munster, Half-day 

excursion
Mon 28 Apr: Bold Park Eco Centre, Perry Lakes 

Drive, Floreat, Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
Sat 3 and Sun 4 May: Albany Pelagic
Sat 3 May: Lake Richmond, Rockingham, Half-day 

excursion
Sun 4 May: Peel Zoo, Sanctuary Park Road, Pinjarra, 

Photogroup activity
Sat 10 May: Len Howard Conservation Park, 

Mandurah, Half-day excursion
Thu 15 May: Tomato Lake, Kewdale, Half-day 

excursion
Sun 18 May: Ellis Brook, Gosnells, Half-day 

excursion
Sun 25 May: Bull Creek Wetlands, Half-day excursion
Mon 26 May: Bold Park Eco Centre, Perry Lakes 

Drive, Floreat, Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
Sat 31 May: Wearne Road, North Bannister, Full-day 

excursion and Photogroup activity
Sat 31 May to Mon 2 Jun: Foundation Day campout, 

Beringbooding Rock, Mukinbudin
Sun 8 Jun: Victoria Reservoir, Canning Mills, Half-day 

excursion
Thu 12 Jun: Tom Bateman Reserve, Thornlie, Half-

day excursion
Sat 14 Jun: Flynn Road, Mundaring, Half/Full-day 

excursion
Sun 22 Jun: The Spectacles, Kwinana, Half-day 

excursion
Mon 23 Jun: Bold Park Eco Centre, Perry Lakes 

Drive, Floreat, Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
Sat 28 Jun: Serpentine National Park, Half-day 

excursion
Sun 29 Jun: Ocean Reef, Joondalup, Photogroup 

activity
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Members	in	the	field

Photography group

Australia Day long weekend campout at Denmark (see report, p38). Above left:  Checking waders at 
Nenamup Lake. Above centre: Owingup Swamp, for those with rubber boots. Both photos by Pam Agar
Above right: The group. Photo by Jennifer Sumpton

The team at Eyre Bird Observatory, January 2014 
(see report, p41). At back: George, Rob, Graham. 
At front: Pam, Richard, Penny, Rita and Lorraine. 
Photo by Danie van Dyk

Banded Rock 
Parrot. Photo by 
Jennie Stock (see 
Notice, p30)

Bibra Lake, 8 Dec 2013.
Above left: Hoary-headed Grebe. Photo by Ian 
Wallace and above right: Australian Shelduck. 
Photo by Pauline Arnold
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Crested Tern with chick, Penguin 
Island (see report, p37). Photo by Barry 
Heinrich 

Above: Royal Spoonbill, immature Mistletoebird and Yellow-tinted Honeyeater, Broome, November 
2013. Photos by John McMullan

Common 
Greenshank, 
Alfred 
Cove. Photo 
by John 
McMullan

Black-winged Stilts, Denmark campout (see report, 
p38). Photo by Jennifer Sumpton


